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A B S T R A C T

“Consortium Linking Academic and Regulatory Insights on BPA Toxicity” (CLARITY-BPA) was a comprehensive
“industry-standard” Good Laboratory Practice (GLP)-compliant 2-year chronic exposure study of bisphenol A
(BPA) toxicity that was supplemented by hypothesis-driven independent investigator-initiated studies. The in-
vestigator-initiated studies were focused on integrating disease-associated, molecular, and physiological end-
points previously found by academic scientists into an industry standard guideline-compliant toxicity study.
Thus, the goal of this collaboration was to provide a more comprehensive dataset upon which to base safety
standards and to determine whether industry-standard tests are as sensitive and predictive as molecular and
disease-associated endpoints. The goal of this report is to integrate the findings from the investigator-initiated
studies into a comprehensive overview of the observed impacts of BPA across the multiple organs and systems
analyzed. For each organ system, we provide the rationale for the study, an overview of methodology, and
summarize major findings. We then compare the results of the CLARITY-BPA studies across organ systems with
the results of previous peer-reviewed studies from independent labs. Finally, we discuss potential influences that
contributed to differences between studies. Developmental exposure to BPA can lead to adverse effects in
multiple organs systems, including the brain, prostate gland, urinary tract, ovary, mammary gland, and heart. As
published previously, many effects were at the lowest dose tested, 2.5μg/kg /day, and many of the responses
were non-monotonic. Because the low dose of BPA affected endpoints in the same animals across organs eval-
uated in different labs, we conclude that these are biologically – and toxicologically – relevant.

1. Introduction

The Consortium Linking Regulatory and Academic Insights on the
Toxicity of Bisphenol A (BPA), known as CLARITY-BPA, is a novel
toxicity study designed to integrate the strength of a US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) industry-standard “guideline” study with in-
vestigator-initiated studies that focused on disease-associated and

molecular endpoints. The hypothesis underlying this design was that
the published results from the independent studies would be apparent
in a guideline-compliant study and would thereby provide a stronger
dataset for regulatory agencies as well as to test whether industry
standard endpoints are sensitive, specific and predictive for agents that
interfere with hormone systems. Details of the study design are pub-
lished [1] and will only be briefly summarized here.
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In CLARITY-BPA, pregnant NCTR-Sprague Dawley rats were ga-
vaged daily with vehicle (carboxymethyl cellulose), ethinyl estradiol
(EE; 0.05 or 0.5 μg/kg/day) as the positive control or BPA (2.5, 25, 250,
2500, or 25,000 μg/kg/day) from gestational day (GD) 6 to birth at the
FDA National Center for Toxicological Research (NCTR) facility em-
ploying guideline protocols for toxicity testing. Offspring were gavaged
with the same doses starting on postnatal day (PND) 1. Daily dosing
was continued for 1–2 years (continuous-dose) or stopped at PND 21
(stop-dose). The Core guideline study included 50 rats/dose/sex/age.
Rats were euthanized and blood and tissues isolated for analysis at 1
and 2 years. The independent labs that participated in the CLARITY-
BPA study assessed a variety of endpoints related to disease/dysfunc-
tion and a variety of molecular endpoints. Endpoints were assessed at
PND 1, 15, 21, 90, age 6 months, and age 1 year depending on study
design. Importantly, all independent lab experiments were blinded to
control and exposure groups, with data decoded only after completion
of all studies.

Results of the Core guideline study were published in a single report
[2], and results of several academic studies were published in-
dependently in peer-reviewed journals [3–17]. Assessments of the
overall study design [18,19] and a summary of available datasets from
multiple CLARITY-BPA studies [20] are also published in peer-reviewed
journals.

Importantly, there has not been a single publication to integrate the
results from the independent studies. To address this critical gap, the
present report represents a synthesis and integration of the results of 8
of the 14 independent studies by principal investigators willing to
participate in an effort to coalesce the findings and assess patterns of
BPA exposures across the various end organs examined in the same
animal cohorts and, frequently, in the same animals. For each organ
system, we provide the rationale for the study, overview of metho-
dology, summary of major findings, and discussion of results of the
CLARITY-BPA study in comparison to previous results from the in-
dependent labs along with plausible reasons for the differences.
Additionally, we applied an integrative analysis approach by using r-
and Circos-plots generated with the mixOmics [21] program to identify
correlations in BPA responses across organs collected from the same or
comparable individual rats within this same consortium study, thus
expanding our findings to a systems biology level to reveal strong or-
ganismal relationships at three different timepoints: 21 days of age
(weaning), 90–120 days of age (young adult) and 6 months of age
(older adult). Additionally, relationships between investigator findings
within this consortium study were tested at three different dosages:
lowest dose (2.5 μg/kg/day), middle dose (250 μg/kg/day), and highest
dose (2500 μg/kg/day). In this integrative correlation analyses section,
we emphasize first those associations identified in males and females at
the lowest dose and at 6 months of age, as evidence of such persistent or
developmental origins of health and disease (DOHaD) effects would
suggest that we need to rethink the lowest safe dose of BPA. Rosenfeld’s
laboratory has used this mixOmics analyses approach in previous BPA
studies to integrate various ‘omics and phenotypic data generated in her
lab together [22–24]. However, to our knowledge, this is the first time
such a program has been used to perform integrative correlation ana-
lyses with comprehensive datasets spanning different ages and dosages
and generated in the laboratories of multiple investigators.

2. Independent studies

The CLARITY-BPA program consisted of 14 independent in-
vestigators. Table 1 shows a listing of all the independent CLARITY-BPA
investigators and the endpoints assessed. Four investigators have not
published their data, one investigator has a manuscript in preparation.
Ten investigators have published their data and eight of those chose to
be a part of this manuscript. A description of those studies and their
results are described below.

3. Gail Prins: BPA effects on the prostate

3.1. Introduction

The Prins lab has established that the developing prostate has
heightened sensitivity to estrogenic exposure that can reprogram the
gland to have elevated disease risk in adulthood [3,25–28]. Together
with Dr. Shuk-Mei Ho and using Sprague Dawley rats, we determined
that while developmental exposure to BPA at environmentally relevant
doses alone is not sufficient to drive prostate pathology, such early-life
exposure reprograms the rat prostate epigenome and increases sus-
ceptibility to estrogen-driven carcinogenesis with aging [3,29–33]. In
addition, using a humanized prostate model containing normal human
prostate stem and progenitor cells, our lab found similar results wherein
low-dose in vivo BPA exposure increases susceptibility to estrogen car-
cinogenicity, implicating direct relevance of the rodent model to human
disease [3,30,34–36].

Most recently, a detailed dose-response study in Sprague Dawley
rats (Zivic Miller Laboratories, Pittsburgh, PA) that included internal
free BPA and BPA-glucuronide (BPA-G) dosimetry demonstrated a non-
monotonic response to brief neonatal BPA exposures in a rat prostate
lobe-specific manner [37]. Significantly more lateral lobe high-grade
prostate intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN) lesions—the precursor to pros-
tate cancer—as well as progression to adenocarcinoma were found in
rats developmentally exposed to low-dose BPA (≤10 μg/kg/day) and
given testosterone plus estradiol (T + E) implants in adulthood that
doubled circulating estradiol (E2) levels. This finding is biologically
relevant because E2 levels increase in aging men [38] and, together
with testosterone, induce prostate cancer in rat and human epithelia
[39] and accelerate prostate cancer progression [28,40,41]. Further,
estrogenic activity is amplified in metastatic prostate cancer in humans
[39,42].

A separate laboratory independently analyzed neonatal BPA ex-
posures (both oral and subcutaneous depot) to Sprague Dawley rat pups
with adult T + E treatments and similarly determined that low-dose
BPA exposures increase susceptibility to estrogen-driven high-grade
PIN in the dorsolateral lobe with aging [33,43]. Taken together, we
propose that a combination of developmental BPA exposures with rising
adult estrogen levels may augment prostate cancer risk.

Table 1
Listing of Independent CLARITY-BPA investigators and Endpoints Assessed.

Independent CLARITY-BPA Study
Investigators

Endpoints Assessed

Ana Soto# Mammary Gland Development/Cancer/
Nature of the dose response curve

Gail Prins# Prostate Cancer/Stem progenitor cell
numbers

Shuk Mei Ho*** Uterine Cancer
Frederick vom Saal# Male Urogenital Abnormalities
Nestor Gonzalez-Cadavid* Penile Function
Heather Patisaul # Behavioral Changes/Brain

Transcriptomics
Cheryl Rosenfeld# Learning and Behavior/Neural DNA

methylation and gene expression
Kim Boekelheide** Testis Function/Sperm Counts
Jodi Flaws# Ovarian Function/ Follicle Counts
Andrew Greenberg* Diabetes
Nira Ben Jonathan* Obesity
Norbert Kaminski** Immune Function
R. Thomas Zoeller# Thyroid Function
Scott Belcher# Cardiovascular Function

* Indicates no CLARITY-BPA publication at time of writing of this manu-
script.

** Indicates CLARITY-BPA publications but not participating author.
# Indicates CLARITY-BPA data published and included in this manuscript.
*** Indicates publication pending.
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3.2. Study goals

The goals of CLARITY-BPA studies on the prostate gland were to 1)
examine whether developmental and/or chronic BPA exposures are
sufficient to drive pathology in separate regions of the prostate gland in
rats supplied by the FDA; 2) test the hypothesis that early-life BPA
exposures increase susceptibility to later-life neoplasia and adeno-
carcinoma in response to elevated E2 levels, as occurs in aging men; and
3) assess whether chronic BPA exposures modify stem cell homeostasis
within the dorsolateral prostate lobes.

3.3. Methodology

For Goal 1, NCTR Sprague Dawley rats (CLARITY-BPA study) were
gavaged daily with vehicle, EE (0.5 μg/kg/day), or BPA (2.5, 25, 250,
2500, or 25,000 μg/kg/day) from GD 6 to 1 year (continuous-dose) or
from GD 6 to PND 21 (stop-dose). For Goal 2, rats were gavaged daily
from GD 6 to PND 21 (stop-dose) and were given T + E implants at
PND 90 to drive carcinogenesis with aging. Prostates were collected at
1-year necropsy at FDA labs, coded, and shipped to the University of
Illinois at Chicago, where they were processed and analyzed for histo-
pathology by Dr. Maarten Bosland, who was blinded to treatments and
controls. For Goal 3, NCTR Sprague Dawley rats were gavaged daily
with vehicle, EE (0.5 μg/kg/day), or BPA (2.5, 25, or 250 μg/kg/day)
from GD 6 to 6 months (continuous-dose), at which time prostates were

removed and shipped on ice overnight to the Prins laboratory for stem
cell isolation and culture. Dorsolateral lobe epithelial stem cells were
isolated by direct prostasphere 3D culture and passaged three times to
enhance stem cell purification. BPA was absent during this 3-week
culture period. We measured spheroid numbers and size as well as gene
expression by qRT-PCR to determine whether in vivo exposure to BPA
altered stem cell self-renewal, progenitor cell proliferation, and lineage
commitment.

3.4. Results

Prostate findings generated in this CLARITY-BPA study are pub-
lished [3]. Developmental or continuous exposure to BPA alone at any
dose did not produce prostate pathology that differed from vehicle
controls, similar to findings reported in the Core studies. However, we
confirmed our prior reports that developmental BPA exposure sensitizes
the prostate to later-life E2-driven carcinogenesis, an apical adverse
outcome (Fig. 1A,B). Specifically, compared to vehicle controls, peri-
natal exposure of rats to BPA at low (2.5 μg/kg/day), medium (250 μg/
kg/day), and high (25,000 μg/kg/day) doses resulted in more severe
PIN lesions, shifting from low-grade PIN in controls to high-grade PIN
with the highest severity score at the lowest tested BPA dose [3]. No-
tably, high-grade PIN in humans is a precursor to prostate cancer, while
low-grade PIN is not considered clinically relevant. Importantly, the 2.5
μg/kg/day BPA exposure led to a four-fold increase in adenocarcinoma

Fig. 1. Dorsolateral prostate pathology and
prostasphere numbers in rats treated with ve-
hicle or increasing doses of BPA. AeB) Prostate
pathology in 1-year-old rats treated with bi-
sphenol A (BPA) during gestation to weaning
(stop-dose) and given implants of testosterone
+ estradiol (T + E) at postnatal day 90 to
elevate circulating estradiol levels. A) Severity
scores of lateral lobe prostate (LP) in-
traepithelial neoplasia (PIN) lesions were sig-
nificantly elevated in rats given ethinyl estra-
diol (EE) or 2.5, 250, or 25,000 μg/kg/day BPA
during development as compared to vehicle
controls. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 vs controls. B)
Multiplicity of dorsolateral prostate (DLP)
ductal adenocarcinoma was significantly in-
creased in rats treated with 2.5 μg/kg/day BPA
during early life as compared to vehicle con-
trols. **P < 0.01 vs controls. CDe)
Prostaspheres in 6-month old rats treated con-
tinuously with vehicle or BPA from gestational
day 6 through time of tissue collection. Number
of prostaspheres cultured from DLPs of rats
exposed to BPA from gestation through 6
months of age. Daily exposure to EE or 2.5 μg/
kg/day BPA doubled the spheroid numbers as
compared to vehicle controls (ANOVA = 0.02;
*P < 0.02 vs vehicle). Treatment with 250 μg
BPA also doubled prostasphere numbers, but
this was not significant due to high variance. D)
Prostasphere sizes showed a significant increase
in large spheroids (>80 μm) from DLPs ex-
posed in vivo to EE or 25 μg/kg/day BPA as
compared to vehicle controls (ANOVA < 0.01;
†P < 0.01, *P < 0.02 vs vehicle). N for each
group: vehicle=4; EE=5; 2.5 μg BPA=5; 25 μg
BPA=3; and 250 μg BPA= 5.
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multiplicity in the dorsolateral prostate ducts, an effect not seen at
higher BPA doses.

Dose-specific responses to chronic BPA exposures were observed for
stem and progenitor cells harvested from dorsolateral prostates at 6
months of age. In vivo continuous exposure to 2.5 μg/kg/day BPA
doubled the total prostasphere number, reflecting increased stem cell
numbers in adult prostates (Fig. 1C). Prostasphere size, a marker of
progenitor cell proliferation in cultured spheroids, increased steeply in
response to 25 μg BPA and to a lesser degree to 250 μg BPA compared to
vehicle-treated controls (Fig. 1D). Tightly paralleling prostasphere size
effects, exposure to EE or 25 μg/kg/day BPA significantly increased
CK5, Sox2, and HoxB13 expression, while EE or 25 or 250 μg/kg/day
BPA suppressed CK8, Trop2, and Tbx3 mRNA [3]. This indicates that
chronic BPA exposure permanently modifies the lineage commitment of
prostate stem cell progeny, increasing basal progenitors and suppres-
sing luminal progenitor cells.

3.5. Discussion

Together, these results show that chronic low-dose BPA exposure
alters adult prostate stem cell homeostasis in a dose-dependent manner,
increasing stem cell numbers at the lowest dose and elevating pro-
genitor cell proliferation, while also shifting lineage commitment to
favor basal progenitor cells at 10- and 100-fold higher doses. The dose-
specific responses observed over a 100-fold BPA range are likely due to
differential engagement of estrogen receptor (ER) populations and
membrane versus nuclear signaling pathways. Reprogramming of adult
rat prostate stem cell homeostasis by chronic low-dose BPA may un-
derpin an increased carcinogenic risk in the prostate with aging.
Collectively, the results provide unbiased evidence that BPA exposures
at human-relevant doses result in adverse effects on the rat prostate
gland.

Overall, the CLARITY-BPA study on prostate endpoints confirmed
previous studies that developmental exposure to BPA at en-
vironmentally relevant low doses markedly increases prostate cancer
susceptibility to aging-related elevations in circulating estrogens.
Further, low-dose BPA exposure alone was confirmed as sufficient to
increase prostate stem cell numbers and reprogram the epithelial pro-
genitor cell lineage. Nonetheless, there are also several differences be-
tween these results and previously reported findings using a similar
model.

First, few ventral or dorsal lobe lesions were noted in the CLARITY-
BPA study using NCTR-Sprague Dawley rats derived from >30 years of
breeding at the FDA facility. This contrasts with our previous dose-re-
sponse study using Zivic-Miller Sprague Dawley rats, where inverted U-
shaped dose-response curves were observed in PIN severity in those
prostate regions [33,37,44]. Further, the incidence of lateral lobe PIN
and dorsolateral prostate ductal adenocarcinomas was not affected by
perinatal BPA or EE exposure with adult T + E treatment in the present
study, whereas our previous findings found elevated PIN and carcinoma
incidence in the lateral lobe at 7 months and 1 year, respectively, in rats
treated neonatally with 10 μg/kg/day BPA plus adult T + E [37,44].
These divergent findings likely result from multiple variations in ex-
perimental designs between studies, including differences in Sprague
Dawley rat sub-strains, diet compositions, exposure periods (GD 6 to
PND 21 vs PND 1, 3, and 5 used previously), and exposure routes (daily
gavage vs subcutaneous oil depot used previously), as well as the lack of
T + E tube replacement every 8 weeks in the present study as done
previously. Notably, the chronic high incidence of lateral prostate in-
flammation found in all rats in the present studies, including 80 %–100
% penetrance in control rats and the elevated mortality in T + E treated
rats, phenomena not observed in our prior work with Sprague Dawley
rats, is possibly related to housing conditions and treatment protocols.
Despite these divergent design details that may account for differences
in histopathology findings, the overall conclusions regarding BPA ef-
fects on the prostate are consistent between studies.

The use of rats as a model for prostate cancer in CLARITY-BPA is
also a confounding variable. Unlike men, who develop prostate ade-
nocarcinoma at high rates with aging [45], most rat strains including
Sprague Dawley do not spontaneously develop prostate cancer, high-
lighting fundamental biological differences in prostate carcinogenesis
between the two species. The use of rats as a model for human prostate
carcinogenesis requires either potent chemical carcinogens and/or ex-
tended exposure to natural sex steroids with high receptor affinity [46].
Of the compounds used to induce prostate cancer in rats, extended
exposure to testosterone at physiological levels with two-fold elevated
E2 is a physiologically relevant model because E2 levels rise in aging
men. As such, developmental BPA exposure combined with adult T + E
is the most relevant experimental regime for testing BPA effects on
prostate carcinogenesis in a rat model, with potential for direct ap-
plicability to humans.

A major limitation of our prostate CLARITY-BPA studies was sample
size, which was severely underpowered to detect statistical differences
for all carcinogenic endpoints for the rats treated with T + E. Power
calculations based on our prior studies were presented in our animal
plan, showing the need for 18 animals per dose in the aging study.
However, that number was only achieved in vehicle and EE control
groups, whereas BPA groups had 4–11 animals per dose. The very low
number of animals in the 25 and 2500 μg/kg/day BPA groups given
adult T + E (n = 4) resulted in non-normality of data distributions,
which prevented inclusion in statistical analysis. Low numbers for the
remaining doses may account for lack of significance in several end-
points. The underpowering of this study at NCTR labs defies the FDA’s
own recommendations of 50 animals/group for carcinogenicity studies
[19,47] which was the number used for the parallel CLARITY-BPA Core
study.

We had not previously examined stem cell homeostasis in the rat
prostate gland, so the CLARITY-BPA dataset on that endpoint is novel.
We have examined BPA effects previously on adult human prostate
stem cells and human embryonic stem cells, and both of those studies
observed similar stimulatory effects of BPA on stem and progenitor cell
proliferation, among other endpoints [34,36].

4. Frederick S. vom Saal and William A. Ricke: BPA effects on the
urethra and dorsal prostate

4.1. Introduction

The vom Saal and Ricke labs have demonstrated that low BPA doses
alter the testes, epididymis, seminal vesicles, preputial glands, and
prostate in male mice [48–50]. We have also found statistically sig-
nificant effects of endogenous and exogenous estrogens on the ur-
ogenital sinus (UGS) of fetal mice and rats [48,51–55]. These studies
involved examination of males during fetal life as well as later in
adulthood to determine if there were long-term effects. We found that
BPA increases estrogen receptor alpha gene expression (Esr1) in UGS
mesenchyme in male mouse fetuses in both primary culture [53,54] and
in vivo; this latter experiment suggested epigenetic mechanisms as we
found changes in DNA methyltransferases [55]. BPA exposure during
fetal life also caused an increase in androgen receptor gene expression
in the fetal UG S mesenchyme, and subsequently, an increase in an-
drogen receptor protein in adult male mouse prostate [48,56,57].

An indication of the very high sensitivity of the UGS to estrogens
was shown in a study in which a 0.1 pg/mL increase in fetal serum
estradiol (E2) administered via a Silastic capsule implanted in the mo-
ther significantly decreased the size of the urethral lumen based on 3D
reconstructions [48]. It also significantly increased the number of
prostatic glandular buds, size of the glands, and overall prostate size,
particularly in the dorsal (colliculus) region of the UGS when mice are
examined at birth using a 3D computer assisted reconstruction tech-
nique (Fig. 2); these effects persisted and enlarged prostates were found
later in adulthood.
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The malformation of the colliculus was associated with enlargement
of the utriculus, which is the remnant of the portion of the Mullerian
duct that differentiates into the cranial region of the vagina in a female
and persists within the prostate tissue near the colliculus. The size of the
utricle increases as a function of estrogenic chemicals present during
the critical period of UGS differentiation, which occurs near the end of
the first trimester in human pregnancy and shortly before birth in rats
and mice [58]. In summary, malformation of the UGS, particularly in
the collicular region, as well as decreased size of the urethra (Fig. 2)
have been observed in all of our prior studies involving elevated es-
trogen in mice and rats exposed as fetuses via the pregnant dam. Con-
sistent with several studies, high doses of estrogens have the opposite
effect on the prostate, resulting in non-monotonic dose-response re-
lationships [48,59].

The finding that increased estrogen decreases the size of the urethra
led us to conduct additional studies in adult mice treated with testos-
terone (T) and E2 capsules to determine whether adverse effects of es-
trogens on the bladder-urethra were restricted to initial development of
the UGS in males or continued throughout life. The estrogen treatment
mimics the gradual increase in free serum estradiol in men as they age.
Adult exposure to T + E2 induced obstructive voiding disorder, asso-
ciated with droplet voiding pattern and an inability to exhibit sustained
voids, bladder hypertrophy, diverticula, calculi, and eventual decom-
pensation with hydronephrosis [60]. Administration of BPA and tes-
tosterone (BPA + T) produces similar results in adult male mice [50].
Taken together, these findings suggest that the male urogenital system
is subject to disruption by estrogenic chemicals, including BPA, during
both fetal and adult life.

4.2. Study goals

Our primary objective was to examine the impact of BPA and EE on
development of the urethra and morphology of the UGS.

4.3. Methodology

We examined PND 1 male rats as described previously. [1]. Briefly,
NCTR Sprague Dawley female rats were assigned to one of eight

treatment groups: vehicle control; 2.5, 25, 250, 2500, or 25,000 μg/kg/
day BPA; or 0.05 or 0.5 μg/kg/day EE. Starting at GD 6 and continuing
until parturition, dams were administered chemicals daily by gavage.
There were no naïve (not gavaged) controls included, although a pre-
CLARITY study showed that gavage significantly alters fetal develop-
ment [61].

To eliminate the possibility of litter effects, one pup per litter was
randomly selected by FDA personnel and coded. We were thus blind to
treatment group. From each pup, the UGS was removed, fixed, and
sectioned. Serial tissue sections were imaged (distance between each
image = 15 μM), and all images were imported into a three-dimen-
sional reconstruction software program (BioVis3D; Montevideo,
Uruguay). BioVis3D was used to trace the urethra and other structures
in each image to render a 3D image. Immunohistochemistry was
completed using 9 different antibodies focusing on the urethral epi-
thelial area located within the widest part of the urethra and sur-
rounding tissue.

4.4. Results

All results were analyzed relative to the body weight of the animal.
We replicated our prior finding that the colliculus region of the UGS
showed significant changes in structure and morphology (Fig. 3A). The
changes were observed at all BPA doses except the 2500 μg dose group,
which only had 5 animals, all of which were selected by NCTR per-
sonnel from only one of the replicate breedings that occurred over 5
months (this is not standard procedure). The only significant effect at
the highest dose of BPA (25,000 μg/kg/day) was on the shape of the
colliculus, which is associated with the remnant of the Mullerian duct
that forms the cranial region of the vagina in females. Unlike all other
outcomes, there was a monotonic dose-response to estrogens (Fig. 3B).
The low EE dose significantly differed from vehicle controls, while the
higher EE dose only tended to differ from vehicle controls (P = 0.07).
In addition, the 250 dose of BPA and 0.5 dose of EE resulted in a sig-
nificantly enlarged colliculus (Fig. 3D).

The second major finding was that BPA reduced the length and
width of the urethra (Fig. 4). These effects occurred as a result of ma-
ternal exposure to low doses of BPA (2.5, 25 μg/kg/day). The 0.05 dose

Fig. 2. 3D serial section reconstruction of the
urogenital sinus (UGS) from gestation day (GD)
19 male CD-1 mice exposed to low doses of
bisphenol A (BPA) and ethinyl estradiol (EE)
from gestation day 14-18 via feeding the
pregnant dam. UGS depicted for each treat-
ment was closest to the group mean. There was
a marked alteration in urethra shape, particu-
larly at the junction of the bladder and urethra,
which is constricted (*) in mice exposed to
estrogenic chemicals compared to controls. In
addition, the UGS region (prostatic sulcus or
colliculus, arrow) is significantly enlarged by
BPA compared to controls, based on data
published in Timms et al. 2005 [59].
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of EE also significantly reduced the length of the urethra.
Collectively, these findings suggest that low-dose effects of BPA on

the colliculus and urethra are via an estrogenic mode of action. An
exception was our finding that males treated with 25, 250, or 2500 μg/
kg/day BPA showed a significant decrease in thickness of the ur-
othelium, which was not affected by either dose of EE.
Immunohistochemistry results using 9 antibodies were highly variable,
and there were no consistent histological localization changes asso-
ciated with treatment of BPA or EE, in contradiction to prior results.

In contrast to our findings from studies with various strains of mice,
BPA increased body weight at birth, but only in the low-dose BPA 2.5,
25 and 250 μg/kg/day groups. In addition, both doses of EE were sig-
nificantly heavier than vehicle gavaged controls (Fig. 5B). Adding a
quadradic term in our statistical analysis revealed a significant non-
monotonic effect of BPA on body weight at birth. Other similar findings
that show an increase in body weight at birth due to fetal exposure to a
low dose of BPA in rats has been reported [62].

4.5. Discussion

Variability among the collected pup body weights was higher than
expected (Fig. 5A), which was perhaps due to chronic stress associated
with daily gavage [63]. For example, rat pups selected for morpholo-
gical and structural analyses of the PND1 urogenital system ranged in
body mass from 3.7 to 9.6 g, a >250 % range in body mass. However,
even with this and other limitations [19] we observed consistent find-
ings that supported our prior studies of UGS malformations, decrease in
the size of the urethra, and enlargement of the colliculus as a result of
exposure to BPA and EE.

The effects we found to be significantly different from controls oc-
curred at specific doses of BPA and EE, consistent with findings that
through a variety of mechanisms, hormones, hormonal drugs, such as
EE, and hormonally active chemicals, such as BPA, result in non-
monotonic dose response curves, with results at one dose being dif-
ferent from results at other doses when there is as much as a 10-fold
difference between doses [64]. The interesting exception was the one
finding of a high (25,000 μg/kg/day) dose of BPA impacting the shape

Fig. 3. Colliculus measurements. Colliculus
angle (CAo) was defined as the angle the col-
liculus makes at the juncture with the cranial
urethra (A) and analyzed by treatment (B). The
colliculus size (CS), shaded blue was de-
termined by measuring the colliculus distance
between the lowest caudal point of the colli-
culus and the lowest caudal point drawn on the
urethra and taking the reciprocal (C) and
analyzed by treatment (D). (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Fig. 4. C. Urethra 3D reconstruction using
BioVis3D demonstrating how this software can
isolate and quantify individual regions of the
UGS to calculate length and width (μM), sur-
face area (μM2), and volume (μM3) of the ure-
thra. Shown is urethral distance measured
straight across from the dorsal (most cranial
point of urethra on most dorsal section) to
ventral aspect: dorsal-ventral distance (I); cra-
nial-caudal distance (J); urethral volume (K);
and surface area (L). A. The width of the ure-
thral lumen was significantly smaller in the
BPA 25 and EE 0.05 groups relative to vehicle
controls. B. the length of the urethra was sig-
nificantly shorter in the BPA 2.5 and EE 0.05
groups relative to negative controls.
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of the colliculus, which contains the remnant of the Mullerian duct.
This is consistent with our prior finding that a high (200 μg/kg/day)
oral dose of DES in mice blocked the development of prostate ducts but
resulted in the lack of regression of the Mullerian ducts that would
normally regress in male fetuses in response to Mullerian inhibiting
hormone [59]. No other statistically significant difference was found
between the highest dose of BPA and vehicle controls. Finally, a finding
that was not previously examined was measurement of the thickness of
the urothelium, which in this study was significantly decreased by BPA
at 25, 250 and 2500 μg/kg/day doses, while neither dose of EE pro-
duced this effect, suggesting that unlike our other findings, this effect
may not have been mediated by estrogenic mechanisms.

5. Ana Soto: effects of BPA on the mammary gland

5.1. Introduction

The Soto laboratory has conducted studies on the effects of perinatal
BPA exposure at several endpoints spanning reproduction, neuroendo-
crine development, behavior, obesity, and mammary gland develop-
ment and carcinogenesis [65–69]. In these studies, exposure started at
GD 8 and most of them ended at PND 16. Additionally, even the lowest
doses (25 ng/kg /day) had significant effects.

Regarding the mammary gland, developmental studies in mice re-
veal altered mammary gland morphogenesis (from GD 18 to 6 months
of age), increased sensitivity to E2, and development of intraductal
hyperplasia after 3 months of age [70–79]. Additionally, BPA exposure
alters mammary gland development in fetuses of non-human primates
[74].

In Wistar [80] and Wistar-Furth [81] rat models, we found that BPA
induces intraductal hyperplasia in the mammary gland and changes in
the DNA methylome, which manifest at all ages studied. At 50 days of
age, methylome and transcriptome results are consistent with histolo-
gical findings (i.e., intraductal hyperplasia) [82]. Additionally, carci-
nomas in situ are found in BPA-treated animals [81]. Sprague Dawley
rat model studies also reveal that, regardless of whether animals are
exposed gestationally or gestationally and lactationally, preneoplastic
lesions develop in BPA-exposed female offspring across all doses as
early as PND 50. Further, mammary gland adenocarcinomas develop in
BPA-exposed offspring by PND 90, and carcinomas are present in BPA-
treated animals but absent in controls [70].

Both mouse and rat models indicate a developmental effect of BPA
that predisposes the mammary gland to neoplastic development. The
fact that carcinomas appear in rats exposed solely to BPA suggests that
BPA is a complete mammary gland carcinogen [70]. Additionally, early
developmental effects revealed by altered morphometric parameters
indicate that the mammary gland is a sensitive BPA target, as effects are
detected at doses as low as 25 ng/kg /day. This suggests that the

mammary gland could be used as an endpoint to assess developmental
toxicity and as an indicator of increased propensity to neoplastic de-
velopment [72,83].

Several studies indicate that BPA is a mammary gland toxicant
[72,83]. Further, several studies have found that BPA exposure at di-
verse developmental stages (fetal, neonatal, adult) increases the pro-
pensity of developing mammary cancer in rodent models [84–87]. Di-
verse studies spanning different endpoints ranging from development of
the ductal system of the fetal mammary gland to mammary carcino-
genesis reveal a non-monotonic dose-response curve [73,85].

5.2. Study goals

Our overarching goal was to obtain morphological markers of al-
tered mammary gland development that could be used as indicators of
an increased propensity for cancer and to provide a quantitative as-
sessment of mammary gland development. We explored the following
hypotheses: (1) pre-pubertal mammary gland morphology at PND 21 is
an excellent predictor of pathological outcomes that manifest during
adulthood, based on data obtained independently in our laboratory
(mostly in mouse models) and that of Dr. S. Fenton (National
Toxicology Program) (mostly using rat models); (2) DNA methylation
profiles and concomitant alterations of gene expression at PND 21 are
predictors of pathological outcomes that manifest during adulthood,
which was done in collaboration with Dr. Shioda, Mass General
Hospital); (3) perinatal exposure to BPA induces abnormal post-pub-
ertal/adult development of the mammary gland; and (4) BPA generates
non-monotonic dose-response curves.

5.3. Methodology

We obtained mammary glands from CLARITY-BPA rats treated with
vehicle control, BPA, or EE. Female rats were dosed with vehicle, EE
(0.05 or 0.5 μg/kg/day), or BPA (2.5, 25, 250, 2500, or 25,000 μg/kg/
day) from GD 6 to PND 21 (stop-dose) or until the end of the experi-
ment (2 years; continuous-dose).

Assessing mammary gland morphogenesis: In contrast to mouse
models there is a paucity of reports on the effect of fetal BPA exposure
on rat mammary gland morphogenesis. This is in part due to the florid
structure of the ductal tree that grows more conspicuously into the third
dimension and makes quantitative assessment beyond weaning chal-
lenging. This feature of the rat mammary gland hinders the use of
standard morphometric tools for the analysis of the rat mammary
ductal system. Instead, conventional scoring methods are used. They
are called semi-quantitative because they construct a score from qua-
litative and countable morphological features, such as terminal end
buds; the higher the score the more developed the gland is.

We compared a semi-quantitative method (the scoring method

Fig. 5. (A) Body weight data on postnatal day
(PND) 1 from 81 male rats collected and
weighed by the NCTR staff to study effects of
BPA and EE on urethra and bladder mor-
phology. (B) From 81 males, 46 met the weight
range criteria of 5 – 8.1 g and were provided
blind for our urethra study by staff at the NCTR
(Fig. 5-B). There were 5 blocks of matings, but
males exposed to 2500 μg/kg/day BPA were all
selected from treatment block 2, which tended
to be lighter than pups from other blocks.
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using the criteria reported in Davis and Fenton [88] modified for the
present study per Montévil et al., [89] with a quantitative method
consisting of confocal microscopy, 3D reconstruction, and analysis
using a software tool we developed within the CLARITY study [89]. The
analysis included quantities such as the aspect ratio (length/width), the
epithelial area, and the fractal dimension of the epithelium in 2D (the
projection of its 3D image), an evaluation of the surface of the epi-
thelium, of its volume, and of its 3D fractal dimension. Additionally,
several plugins from ImageJ were also used to count 3D objects, assess
3D shapes and to skeletonize the epithelium. The skeletonized epithe-
lium was used for counting the number of branches, measuring average
branch length, etc.

We developed a plugin that reconstructed the mammary tree for
analysis. This reconstruction was then used as the basis for evaluating
characteristics such as branching (branching angles and the tortuosity
of the branches), local duct thickness, etc. Overall our method assesses
91 structural features of mammary glands. All these measurements
were performed in whole-mounted mammary glands, with the excep-
tion of methylome and transcriptome studies which were done on
frozen tissues.

5.4. Results

First and foremost, our computer-assisted unsupervised analysis
that performs 91 distinct measurements demonstrated that the dose-
response curve to BPA in PND 21 mammary glands is non-monotonic,
with a breaking point between 25 and 250 μg/kg/day doses (Fig. 6).

Similar to the analysis of PND 21 glands non-monotonic dose-re-
sponse curve were observed in all quantitative studies (at PND 90 and 6
months) as well as semi-quantitative studies (at PND 21 and PND 90).
These results show that various BPA effects are different from those of
EE, while some are similar (Fig. 7). This is not surprising, since not all
estrogenic substances produce the same effects [73,90,91]. Consistent

with these data showing non-monotonic and more pronounced effects
at low doses, the CLARITY-BPA Core study found a significant increase
in mammary gland adenocarcinomas and adenomas with the lowest
dose of BPA (2.5 μg/kg/day) when exposure stopped at PND 21.

We compared automated quantitative measurements of the glands
(method briefly described above) with the semiquantitative develop-
mental scores for the PND 21 gland (assessed using the Davis and
Fenton method) [88] and found correlations between this score and
numerous morphological features. Highest correlations with the score
were for 2D fractal dimension of the gland (CC: 0.88; P = 7.7e-27) and
number of branches (CC: 0.86; P = 4.5 e-24).

Additionally, we also compared developmental scores with dimen-
sions from principal component analysis (PCA). The scoring captured
aspects of the two first dimensions of PCA (size and thickness of glands)
and was not correlated to the third (length of ducts) or to any additional
dimensions. This relationship between developmental score and PCA
dimensions is meaningful because it corresponds to the directionality of
developmental characteristics observed between control and 0.5 μg/kg/
day EE-treated glands. Indeed, the developmental scoring criterion was
optimized to detect effects resulting from EE exposure, the positive
control for comparison with BPA-exposed mammary glands. Because
the effects of EE and BPA were not similar in all studied endpoints, this
comparison was insufficient to detect significant non-linear responses in
ductal length and several other morphological features that were shown
to be affected by other analyses. Nevertheless, semi-quantitative scoring
did show a non-significant non-monotonic response in morphological
development between glands exposed to 25 or 250 μg/kg/day BPA.
BPA and EE resulted in different responses—while EE accelerated gland
development, BPA led to abnormal development when assessed at PND
21.

Eight lesions were identified in whole-mounts and histological
sections from eight PND 90 mammary glands across both continuous-
dose and stop-dose treatment groups. No lesions manifested in vehicle-
treated animals, and all lesions were diagnosed as benign or malignant,
ranging from lobular hyperplasia, fibroadenoma, periductular fibrosis,
or ductal epithelial necrosis with lymphocytic infiltration to ductal
carcinoma in situ. We identified 33 total lesions in whole-mounts and
excised 24 from 6-month-old mammary glands across both continuous-
dose and stop-dose treatment groups. Three malignant tumors (ade-
nocarcinomas) were classified from continuous-dose and stop-dose 0.5
μg EE-treated females, and the remaining lesions/benign tumors were
found in vehicle and 2.5, 25, and 25,000 μg/kg/day BPA-treated fe-
males. Benign lesions included lobular or ductular alveolar dilatations
(with and without secretions), periductular fibrosis (with and without
lymphocytic infiltration), fibroadenomas, and adenomas. Notably, the
number of animals per group in this experiment was ∼10, whereas our
previous study (Acevedo et al.) had 27–35 animals per group. This
could explain why there were neoplastic lesions in BPA groups (fre-
quency: ∼1 per group) and none in controls.

5.5. Discussion

The most salient results of these experiments are that i) develop-
mental exposure to BPA reveals a non-monotonic dose-response curve
on mammary gland development at all ages examined, showing a break
between the 25ug/kg/day and 250 ug/kg/day doses, ii) perinatal BPA
exposure alters mammary gland development at all ages studied, and
iii) PND21 mammary glands provide a very sensitive end point to assess
developmental toxicity.

As noted above, our previous experiments in rats show neoplastic
outcomes from developmental BPA exposures. Data reported in the
CLARITY-BPA Core study agree with our previous work regarding
neoplastic outcomes in the mammary gland, thus confirming our ob-
servation that BPA is a complete mammary gland carcinogen. The ex-
periments detailed above were aimed at obtaining early morphological
markers of altered mammary gland development that could be used as

Fig. 6. Non-monotonic responses in (A) depth (measured in μm) of the epi-
thelial gland compartment and (B) mean of average branch width (measured in
μm) to bisphenol A (BPA) doses in postnatal day (PND) 21 animals. In both
graph the x axis represents BPA doses in ug/kg/day. Non-linear regression il-
lustrates a breaking point between 25 and 250 μg/kg/day doses. Graphs re-
present mean and standard deviation for each dose, and fit with a combination
of linear and step functions. This pattern was observed for the majority of
endpoints measured.
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indicators of an increased propensity for cancer and to provide a
quantitative assessment of mammary gland development. Our previous
experience with effects of BPA on mammary gland development were
done in mice, so the results described here cannot be directly compared
to those mouse studies. Points assessed in previous rat experiments
(intraductal hyperplasia, carcinoma in situ) were observed at PND 50
and 90 in Wistar-Furth rats [81] and in our Sprague Dawley model
[70], although we did not examine PND 50 in the experiments de-
scribed in this study.

Regarding transcriptome and methylome studies, most of our ani-
mals were co-housed with the highest-dosed animals (250,000 μg BPA),
which has been shown to transmit detectable circulating BPA and BPA-
G in some non BPA-exposed controls and thus raises the possibility of
contamination [92,93]. Additionally, a majority of RNA samples had
significantly damaged RNA with no detectable 18S and 28S peaks. This
level of degradation precludes generation of RNA integrity numbers.
We have previous evidence of significantly different gene expression
patterns at PND 21 in Sprague Dawley rats exposed perinatally in our
laboratory to 0, 2.5, or 250 μg BPA (not part of CLARITY-BPA). We are
now comparing data of both experiments and hope to submit the paper
by the end of the year. Our most salient result is non-monotonicity of
the BPA effect.

There is little literature on the effect of BPA on rat mammary gland
development, which generally parallels our far more extensive findings
in mice. The comparison of experiments conducted in our lab with
CLARITY-BPA studies regarding the transcriptome are likely to reveal in
detail whether CLARITY-BPA data match our previous results regard-
less of protocol differences. In summary, there are no obvious dis-
crepancies overall with our previous and present findings. The most
important and novel finding of the present mammary gland study is the
clear non-monotonicity of the BPA dose-response curve observed in
PND21 mammary glands in a double-blinded experiment analyzed with
a non-supervised computer-based technology involving 91 different
measurements. The fact that non monotonic effects of similar shape and
characteristics were also demonstrated using a simpler set of end points
in PND90 and 6-month-old specimens is a promising finding regarding
the feasibility of introducing these end points in toxicological studies.
These results show the importance of applying statistical methods ap-
propriate for non-monotonic responses. Linear models are a powerful

tool to provide evidence of a causal relationship because they quanti-
tatively relate the changes of a putative cause with the one of the ef-
fects. Hence, exhibiting a linear response provides empirical evidence
of a causal relationship. However; this method does not apply to non-
monotonic responses, which are common in endocrinology because the
putative causes are involved in multilevel, complex regulatory pro-
cesses resulting from the evolutionary history of hormone functions. In
this complex context, an appropriate way to show the presence of
causation is to demonstrate the prevalence of a specific non-monotonic
pattern, here a breaking point between 25 μg/kg/day BPA and 250 μg/
kg/day BPA. Hence, we conclude that the non-monotonic dose response
curve (NMDRC) we documented reveals the presence of a causal re-
lationship. Finally, given the extensive number of distinct measure-
ments used in this study and the fact that BPA and EE2 do not induce
identical changes, this study is informing us against dismissing end
points that are not modified by ovarian estrogens or their analogues
when testing the endocrine disrupting effects of “xenoestrogens”.

6. Jodi Flaws: effects of BPA on the ovary

6.1. Introduction

The Flaws laboratory has conducted several studies on the effects of
BPA on ovarian function in mice. Collectively, those studies show that
BPA may cause infertility in mice by destroying ovarian follicles, the
key structures required to maintain fertility in females. Further, BPA
may destroy mouse ovarian follicles by inhibiting their growth to the
antral stage, which is required for normal ovulation and thus fertility
[94,95]; Data also indicate that BPA may destroy mouse ovarian folli-
cles by inducing follicle death via apoptosis, known as atresia [94].
Finally, BPA may cause infertility in mice by reducing the ability of the
ovary to synthesize E2 levels [96,97]. These previous findings are
published in several peer-reviewed journals [94–98] and review articles
[99,100].

Several studies on the effects of BPA on the ovary and female re-
productive outcomes indicate that BPA is an ovarian toxicant that sig-
nificantly reduces fertility [101–105]. Further, some recent studies in-
dicate that prenatal exposure to BPA causes adverse transgenerational
effects on ovarian function and fertility in female offspring [103,104].

Fig. 7. Box plots of (A) roundness (ratio between smallest and largest axes of gland) and (B) log of average length of longest branches (length > 75 μm) of postnatal
day (PND) 21 animals treated with control, 250 μg BPA/kg/day, or 0.5 μg/kg/day EE (n = 8–10 animals per group). P-values correspond to pairwise t-test.
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6.2. Study goals

We tested the hypothesis that BPA exposure inhibits ovarian follicle
growth and induces atresia, leading to low E2 levels.

6.3. Methodology

We obtained ovaries and sera from rats treated by the FDA with
vehicle control, BPA (2.5, 25, 250, 2500, or 25,000 μg/kg/day), or EE
(0.05 or 0.5 μg/kg/day) from GD 6 until 1 year. Ovaries and sera were
collected on PND 1, 21, and 90 and at 6 months and 1 year and shipped
to the Flaws laboratory at the University of Illinois. Ovaries were his-
tologically evaluated to determine the effect of BPA and EE on the
numbers and health of primordial, primary, preantral, and antral fol-
licles. We also measured E2 and progesterone levels in sera.

6.4. Results

Exposure to BPA (2.5 and 250 μg/kg/day) decreased numbers of
primordial, primary, preantral, and total healthy follicle numbers at
PND 21 (Fig. 8). Exposure to EE (0.5 μg) decreased preantral follicles
(PND 90, 6 months) and antral follicles (PND 21 and 6 months) and
increased primary follicles (1 year) compared to controls. Additionally,
both BPA (2500 and 25,000 μg/kg/day) and EE (0.05 and 0.5 μg/kg/
day) exposure decreased E2 levels in animals dosed for 1 year (Fig. 9).
Collectively, these results indicate that EE and BPA exposures at some
doses and timepoints affect ovarian follicle numbers and sex steroid
levels in rats [13].

6.5. Discussion

Our previous data indicate that BPA exposure increases atresia and
reduces antral follicle growth in mice [94,96,98]. However, BPA ex-
posure did not increase atresia or reduce antral follicle growth in the
CLARITY-BPA study. We did observe some effects of BPA on ovarian
follicles that were similar to studies in other species, such as lambs and
mice. In our study, BPA exposure at 2.5 and 250 μg/kg/day decreased
follicle numbers at PND 21. In a study of lambs, Rivera et al. showed
that subcutaneous exposure to 50 μg BPA from PND 1–14 decreases the
primordial follicle pool in PND 30 ovaries [106]. In a study of mice,
prenatal exposure to 0.5 or 50 μg/kg/day BPA decreases the number of
primordial follicles present in PND 4 ovaries [107]. These studies in-
dicate that several species are susceptible to BPA-induced reductions in
follicle numbers. Contrary to mouse and lamb studies, however, we did
not examine follicle populations at PND 4 or 30. Thus, we may have
missed effects of BPA on PND 4 and PND 30 ovaries. It is also possible
that effects of BPA exposure on the rat ovary may occur at later time-
points than in the mouse or at earlier timepoints than in the lamb.

Similar to our study, other studies with rats show that exposure to
BPA affects follicle numbers. One particular study found that BPA ex-
posure (0.5 or 50 μg/kg/day from GD 9 to PND 21) decreases the
number of primary follicles in female Wistar rats [108]. Another study
found that exposure to BPA (3 μg) from GD 0 to PND 21 increases the
number of primary, secondary, antral, and total follicles in the ovary
compared to control Wistar rats [109]. Although the effects of BPA on
specific follicle populations differed between our study and other rat
studies, they collectively indicate that prenatal and prepubertal ex-
posure to BPA can affect follicle numbers in the ovary. Any differences
in the effects of BPA on specific follicle populations likely stem from
different doses and timing of exposure.

Our previous studies indicate that BPA exposure significantly in-
hibits ovarian steroidogenesis, leading to reduced E2 levels [95–97100],
so we also expected that BPA exposure would significantly decrease sex
steroid hormone levels in rats. Although some doses of BPA sig-
nificantly decreased E2 levels, not all BPA doses affected E2 levels in
rats. However, we may not have statistical power to observe significant
effects of BPA exposure on hormone levels at some doses and time-
points. We initially planned to collect and analyze 10 serum samples
from each treatment group and timepoint. However, cycling females
were euthanized when predicted to be in estrus based on a vaginal
smear from the previous day, and this method is not always successful
in predicting estrous cyclicity on the collection day. Because it is im-
portant to measure hormone levels from animals on the same day of the
estrous cycle, the sample size was <10 in some treatment groups used
for hormone analysis. This could have reduced our statistical power to
observe differences between treatment groups. In fact, we noticed that
several BPA treatments reduced E2 levels compared to controls at 1
year, but this reduction was not always statistically significant (P >
0.05).

7. Heather Patisaul: behavioral endpoints

7.1. Introduction

More than a decade of work by the Patisaul laboratory and others
using multiple rodent models has repeatedly shown that developmental
exposure to BPA can alter the structure and sexual differentiation of
many brain regions, including the anteroventral periventricular nucleus
(AVPV), amygdala, medial preoptic area, and mediobasal hypotha-
lamus, resulting in altered sexually dimorphic behaviors, particularly
anxiety [110–115]. Available human data corroborate animal data and
link prenatal exposure to heightened risk of deleterious childhood be-
haviors including anxiety [116–119].

Further, our work shows that the AVPV is particularly sensitive,
with perinatal BPA altering its physical size and its sex-specific di-
morphism of dopaminergic and kisspeptin neurons, among other

Fig. 8. Effects of EE and BPA on ovarian mor-
phology at postnatal day (PND) 21. On PND 21,
rats from each group were euthanized, and one
ovary from each animal was fixed for histolo-
gical evaluation of ovarian follicle types. Graph
represents mean ± SEM of number of follicles.
*Significant difference between control group
and BPA or EE groups (n = 8–10; P ≤ 0.05).
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outcomes [111,120,121]. Of most relevance to CLARITY-BPA, work in
multiple rat strains shows that developmental BPA exposure can alter
expression of ERs in multiple brain regions, including the AVPV,
amygdala, and surrounding structures, that coordinate reproductive
and other sexually dimorphic behaviors [115,121]. Two of these studies
were conducted in the same animal strain and in the same facility as
CLARITY-BPA, as a prelude to CLARITY-BPA studies under nearly
identical conditions and using a similar dose range. The results of these
three studies are summarized in Fig. 10.

The first of these studies (Study A [61]) was initiated by Sherry
Ferguson and colleagues at NCTR and used two doses of BPA (2.5 and
25 μg/kg/day), two doses of EE (5 and 10 μg/kg/day), a vehicle control
(carboxy methylcellulose, CMC), and, uniquely, a naïve control (which
underwent the same handling as gavage without inserting the gavage
needle). Exposure was entirely prenatal, with dams exposed from GD 6
through the day of birth. Heads of PND 1 offspring were rapidly frozen
and shipped to the Patisaul lab for quantification of ERα and ERβ ex-
pression in the hypothalamus and amygdala via in situ hybridization.

As expected, BPA-related effects were region-, dose-, and sex-spe-
cific, with some known sex differences in ER expression eliminated at
the lowest BPA dose of 2.5 μg/kg/day [61]. BPA- and EE-related effects
were directionally similar, with exposure resulting in upregulation of
ER (α or β) in most circumstances. The most striking result, however,
was a substantial difference in ER levels between vehicle and naïve
controls. ER levels were markedly lower in gavaged controls, particu-
larly in the amygdala, a region integral to stress- and fear-related re-
sponses. ERβ expression was especially responsive.

These results suggest a suppressive effect of gavage on ER expres-
sion, a finding that has significant implications because gavage is tra-
ditionally the dosing method of choice for regulatory-compliant toxicity
studies. Additionally, BPA and EE exposure-related increases in ER
expression generally returned expression levels to a range typical of
naïve animals. Thus, it was concluded that increased expression levels
in exposed animals likely reflect an interaction of exposure and stress.
Because naïve animals did not consume the vehicle, however, effect of
the vehicle itself cannot be ruled out.

The second study conducted as a prelude to CLARITY-BPA (Study B
[122]) was a 90-day subchronic study designed and carried out by
NCTR and similar in scale to CLARITY-BPA [92,93]. The Patisaul la-
boratory’s portion of the project examined only females but included
vehicle controls of both sexes to ensure known sex differences could be
reliably detected and to establish the degree to which BPA and EE could
“masculinize” the female brain. Four doses of BPA (2.5, 25, 260, and
2700 μg/kg/day) and two doses of EE (0.5 and 5 μg) were used. Be-
cause it was initiated before completion of the study described above,
no naïve controls were included. Two exposure windows were used: GD
6 through PND 21, and GD 6 through PND 90. Offspring brains were

isolated and frozen on PND 21 or PND 90 and analyzed for ER ex-
pression in the preoptic area via in situ hybridization, as done in the
prior study.

Concordant with the PND 1 study, effects were region- and sex-
specific. In this case, however, BPA exposure generally decreased ER
expression, which is opposite of what was found on PND 1. This is not
surprising given the dramatic age-dependent differences in baseline ER
expression levels observed across the rodent brain [115,123,124]. As in
the PND 1 study, ERβ appeared to be more sensitive. Effects of BPA and
EE were, again, generally concordant in direction but not necessarily
dose. Low-dose BPA effects were not always recapitulated by the lowest
dose of EE, with similar results at higher doses. Many prior studies have
shown that BPA and other endocrine disrupting chemical-related effects
are not always linear [64,125], with some effects observable at low but
not high doses for reasons that remain elusive. Whether these non-
monotonic effects are reproducible in brain and other tissues was of
interest in the CLARITY-BPA study.

7.2. Study goals

We hypothesized that BPA would alter sexually dimorphic and
steroid hormone sensitive brain morphology, gene expression and be-
havior. We tested this hypothesis by 1) assessing brain transcriptomics
in the hypothalamus, hippocampus and amygdala on PND 1; b) quan-
tifying the size of multiple sexually dimorphic brain areas (the AVPV,
sexually dimorphic nucleus (SDN), posterior dorsal portion of the
medial amygdala (MePD), and locus coeruleus (LC)) in juveniles and; c)
testing for behavioral changes in juveniles and adults.

7.3. Methodology

CLARITY-BPA studies used two groups of animals. The first group
was for behavioral analyses by the Patisaul lab and the laboratory of
Cheryl Rosenfeld from the University of Missouri, in collaboration with
Sherry Ferguson and her research team at NCTR. Exposure spanned GD
6 to PND 21 and, given the laborious nature of the studies, included
only a subset of dose groups available in the CLARITY-BPA study (ve-
hicle; 2.5, 25, and 2500 μg/kg/day BPA; 0.5 μg/kg/day EE). Rats de-
signated for this study were transferred from the main facility to a se-
parate building at weaning to assess anxiety-related behaviors,
exploratory behavior, and spatial navigation (Rosenfeld laboratory).
One group of animals was tested as juveniles; another was tested as
adults.

The brains of juvenile animals were collected and analyzed by un-
biased stereology for evidence of abrogated volumetric sex differences
in the AVPV, sexually dimorphic nucleus (SDN), posteriodorsal portion
of the medial amygdala (MePD), and locus coeruleus (LC) [4].

Fig. 9. Effects of continuous exposure to EE
and BPA at 1 year. At 1 year, rats from each
group were euthanized and serum was col-
lected from the blood to measure sex steroid
hormones. Graph represents means ± SEM of
the amount of estradiol present in serum.
*Significant difference between control group
and BPA or EE groups (n = 3–9; P ≤ 0.05); ^P
> 0.05.
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The second group of CLARITY-BPA animals analyzed was similar to
the first set of the two pre-CLARITY-BPA studies and, accordingly, ER
expression on PND 1 was of primary interest. These rats were exposed
prenatally to one of five doses of BPA (2.5, 25, 250, 2500, or 25,000 μg/
kg/day), vehicle, or two doses of EE (0.05 or 0.5 μg/kg/day) and col-
lected on PND 1. Pre-CLARITY-BPA studies used in situ hybridization,
but while this technique allows exceptionally high anatomical resolu-
tion, it is limited to identification of only one or two genes per section at
a time. Because identification of other previously unidentified gene
pathways was also considered an important goal, CLARITY-BPA brains
were analyzed by a combination of targeted and untargeted tran-
scriptomics assays, with the hypothesis that exposure would alter ER
expression levels and other targets in the ER signaling cascade. Three
regions of interest (hypothalamus, hippocampus, and amygdala) were
isolated by microdissection, and RNA was analyzed by RNA sequencing
and qRT-PCR to obtain a richer picture of the genes impacted by ex-
posure.

7.4. Results

Despite numerous prior studies showing robust and reproducible
effects of developmental BPA exposure on anxiety and exploratory
behaviors [9,12], effects in this case were subtle and sporadic. For ex-
ample, in the open field test, which assesses exploratory behavior and
anxiety, juveniles exposed to 2.5 and 25 μg/kg/day BPA had statisti-
cally significant effects at a few interval endpoints, such as time resting
in the second five minutes of the test. However, overall evidence for
BPA-related effects was minimal and inconsistent and thus not

interpreted to be indicative of a biologically meaningful effect [12]. In
unexposed controls, some anticipated sex differences were either not
detected or the opposite of expected effects, leading to the conclusion
that some behavioral sex differences may be uniquely different in the
NCTR-Sprague Dawley strain compared to other Sprague Dawley
strains [12], a finding not atypical for in-house rodent strains.

Vehicle controls showed expected volumetric sex differences
(AVPV, SDN, and MePD) and no exposure eliminated those differences.
Although one group has previously reported a volumetric sex difference
in the LC that is sensitive to neonatal steroid manipulation, and another
has reported sensitivity to developmental BPA exposure [126,127],
neither phenomenon was observed in CLARITY-BPA animals. This di-
morphism may be strain-specific and thus not a universally applicable
endpoint for endocrine disruption.

As in prior studies, however, the AVPV was particularly sensitive to
BPA. All doses of BPA enlarged the female AVPV, and a similar en-
largement was observed in males at 25 and 2500 μg/kg/day doses.
Because endogenous estrogen, via action of ERα, reduces (masculinizes)
AVPV volume [128,129], the effect of BPA observed in CLARITY-BPA
animals was consistent with anti-estrogenic activity. BPA also increased
MePD volume, but only in the right MePD of males exposed to 2500 μg/
kg/day BPA. The MePD has numerous structural and functional asym-
metries, some of which are maintained by circulating androgens
[130,131], thus an effect on only one side is biologically plausible.
However, the functional significance of the BPA-related effect is not
clear. The MePD integrates olfactory and pheromonal information with
hormonal, social, and other cues to facilitate appropriate reproductive
behaviors in adulthood [132].

Fig. 10. Concordance of BPA-induced ER
mRNA expression changes in the amygdala and
hypothalamus across NCTR-based studies. A.
Estrogen receptor beta (ESR2) expression in
the medial amygdala (MePD) is sexually di-
morphic at birth, with higher levels in females,
but switches at approximately PND 4, demon-
strating how expression can change across de-
velopment. Significant differences in expres-
sion compared to PND 0 levels are represented
by **p < 0.01; significant sex differences are
represented by †<0.05. B. A representative
autoradiogram depicting the sex‐specific ex-
pression of ESR2 in the MePD and the neigh-
boring central portion of the ventrolateral re-
gion of the ventromedial nucleus (cVMNvl) on
PND2. As the sex difference in MePD expres-
sion diminishes, the one in the cVMNvl re-
mains pronounced demonstrating that sex dif-
ferences in ER expression are age and region-
specific. C. An example from Study 1 revealing
how dramatically different ESR2 expression
differed between the gavaged (vehicle) and
naïve controls. BPA exposure elevated ESR2
expression in both sexes but not to the level of
the naïve controls. ***p < 0.001; ###<0.001
compared to male vehicle controls; §§§<0.001
compared to female vehicle controls. The di-
rection of ER (ESR1 and ESR2) expression
changes by dose and study are summarized in
Table 5 for the hypothalamus and amygdala.
Images adapted and compiled from prior Pati-
saul publications [61,121,122].
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In the PND 1 animals overall, the greatest number of differentially
expressed genes were in the male hypothalamus and female amygdala
[5,133]. In the hypothalamus, elevated ERα and ERβ expression was
observed in both sexes at 2.5, 25, and 2500 μg BPA. In the hippo-
campus, the only evidence of ER disruption was heightened ERβ ex-
pression in males at the 25,000 μg/kg/day BPA dose. Similarly, only
ERβ was altered in the amygdala, with expression levels non-mono-
tonically heightened in both sexes. Pathway analysis in the amygdala of
both sexes revealed enrichment for corticotropin releasing hormone
signaling, an outcome concordant with extensive prior data suggesting
BPA-related effects on anxiety and other stress-related behaviors. Si-
milarly, gonadotropin releasing hormone (GnRH) signaling was also
identified as a perturbed pathway, consistent with prior work by Pati-
saul and others showing BPA-related disruption of the AVPV and hy-
pothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis even at low doses.

Significantly, CLARITY-BPA transcriptome data were consistent
with data obtained in the first study by the Patisaul laboratory in
conjunction with NCTR showing heightened ER expression in BPA-ex-
posed animals. This reproducibility is particularly remarkable because
the two studies used different techniques. The CLARITY-BPA study used
microisolated tissue containing the entire region of interest, which al-
lowed assessment of the entire transcriptome but lacked the anatomical
resolution of in situ hybridization. Nevertheless, both studies showed
that prenatal BPA exposure disrupts neonatal ER expression in the hy-
pothalamus and amygdala.

Transcriptomics analysis was also confirmatory for BPA-related ef-
fects in other hormone-sensitive pathways critical for sociosexual be-
haviors. Additional genes altered by BPA included oxytocin and GABA
vesicular transporter (Slc32a1) in the hypothalamus, oxytocin in the
hippocampus, and androgen receptor, oxytocin, and vasopressin re-
ceptors in the amygdala. Numerous genes involved in glutamate sig-
naling were also disrupted in the amygdala. Further, disruption of
oxytocin and vasopressin signaling has been identified previously by
Patisaul and colleagues as sensitive to BPA exposure [112,134].

7.5. Discussion

The CLARITY-BPA studies and two preceding collaborative NCTR
studies unequivocally show that ER expression in the rat brain is altered
by developmental exposure to BPA at doses as low as 2.5 μg/kg/day. In
neonates, ER expression is generally heightened, which likely sensitizes
the brain to endogenous estrogen. This may explain why BPA is so often
observed to be “estrogenic” in vivo, despite its limited binding affinity
for ERs in vitro [135,136]. This is particularly significant given that the
brain can synthesize its own estrogen and is thus not necessarily de-
pendent on circulating levels [137,138]. Disruption of brain ER is one
of the most consistently observed outcomes of developmental BPA ex-
posure. Additionally, CLARITY-BPA studies provide further compelling
evidence that developmental BPA exposure alters oxytocin- and vaso-
pressin-related signaling pathways and AVPV volume.

Significantly, CLARITY-BPA gene expression data from the
Rosenfeld lab with older animals are highly concordant. Using
CLARITY-BPA rats that were tested on the Barnes maze to assess spatial
navigation abilities and euthanized at 3 months of age, the Rosenfeld
lab found evidence for disruption of hippocampal oxytocin and vaso-
pressin gene expression in animals dosed at 2500 μg/kg/day BPA from
GD 6 through PND 21 [6]. Hypothalamic ERα was downregulated in
males exposed to BPA or 0.5 μg EE, while hypothalamic ERβ was only
reduced in EE-exposed males. Directionally, these effects are consistent
with those found by Patisaul’s team in PND 90 animals from the sub-
chronic exposure pre-CLARITY-BPA study [122]. Collectively, these
data are consistent with robust literature by Patisaul and others
showing that BPA impacts estrogen, oxytocin, and vasopressin path-
ways throughout the brain [112,121,134,139–141].

8. Cheryl Rosenfeld and Shuk-Mei Ho: effects of BPA on neural
DNA methylation, gene expression, and spatial navigational
ability

8.1. Introduction

The Rosenfeld lab previously showed that developmental exposure
to varying doses of BPA that are considered environmentally relevant
affects spatial navigational learning and memory in polygynous deer
mice (Peromyscus maniculatus bairdii) [142,143]. Male deer mice show
enhanced spatial navigational ability compared to males of related
Peromyscus spp. [144]. This behavior in deer mice is considered a
sexually selected trait because it confers an advantage in locating fe-
males that are likely widely dispersed throughout the habitat [145].
However, male deer mice developmentally exposed to BPA show re-
duced spatial navigational learning and memory [142,143], suggesting
that they would be at a disadvantage in locating potential female
breeding partners. We also showed that even if they are able to locate
potential reproductive partners, females prefer control males 2:1 over
males with early BPA exposure [142]. Further, female deer mice de-
velopmentally exposed to BPA or EE show masculinized or improved
spatial navigational learning and memory. These previous studies also
show that the dietary exposure dose provided to dams results in similar
serum concentrations identified in pregnant women unknowingly ex-
posed to this chemical [143].

Follow-up studies in the related species of California mice
(Peromyscus californicus), who are monogamous and biparental, show
that developmental exposure to BPA and EE does not affect spatial
navigational learning and memory in males or females. However, BPA
reduces socio-communicative behaviors and affects biparental care
[146]. Examination of the global transcriptomic profile in the hy-
pothalamus revealed several genes that are differentially expressed in
male and female California mice developmentally exposed to BPA
[147]. Gene expression differences also persist in the hypothalamus of
male and female California mice engaged in parental behaviors [148].
Such gene expression differences are likely due to DNA methylation and
potentially other epigenetic changes [149–152]. Our previous collec-
tive findings indicate that, in a rodent model, BPA can disrupt tran-
scriptomic profiles in the hypothalamus that might be epigenetic in
origin. Spatial navigational learning and memory can be affected by
early exposure to BPA, especially in those species in which it is con-
sidered a sexually selected trait.

Other rodent and human studies suggest that males typically tend to
exhibit enhanced spatial navigational learning and memory compared
to females [153–155]. Several other rodent studies, including in rats,
indicate that developmental exposure to BPA can affect spatial navi-
gational learning and memory, with males typically being more vul-
nerable [156–162]. Boys developmentally exposed to a stronger es-
trogen, diethylstilbestrol (DES), during gestation also show
impairments in this behavioral response compared to unexposed age-
matched boys [163].

Past non-human primate models, rodent and zebrafish (Danio rerio)
animal models, and in vitro cell culture studies strongly indicate BPA
alters individual candidate genes in the hippocampus, hypothalamus, or
isolated neurons from these and associated brain regions
[115,147,164–170]. Some implicated genes and their protein products
include ERα (Esr1 and transcript variants), ERβ (Esr2), DNA methyl-
transferases (Dnmt1, 3a, 3b), androgen receptor (Ar), brain derived
neural factor (Bdnf), vasopression (Avp), and oxytocin receptor (Otr).a

8.2. Study goals

This study tested the following hypotheses. Study 1: Female and
male rats developmentally exposed to BPA show later spatial naviga-
tional learning and memory impairments. Study 2: Developmental
exposure of rats to BPA or EE induces behavior-relevant gene
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expression and DNA methylation changes in the hippocampus and hy-
pothalamus at adulthood.

8.3. Methodology

In Study 1, pregnant NCTR-Sprague Dawley rats were orally dosed
from GD 6 to parturition, and offspring were directly orally dosed until
weaning (PND 21). Treatment groups included vehicle control, three
BPA doses (2.5, 25, or 2500 μg/kg/day), and a 0.5 μg/kg/day EE re-
ference estrogen dose. At adulthood, one animal/sex/litter was tested
for 7 days in the Barnes maze. After completion of this and other be-
havioral tests, animals were humanely euthanized and measured for
serum testosterone concentrations.

In Study 2, RNA and DNA were isolated from hypothalamus and
hippocampus to examine expression of 10 genes (Dnmt1, Dnmt3a,
Dnmt3b, Esr1, Esr2, Avp, Ar, Ot, Otr, and Bdnf) potentially affected by
early-life BPA (2500 μg/kg/day) or 0.5 μg/kg/day EE exposure. Three
genes (Bdnf, Dnmt3b, and Esr1) were examined for DNA methylation
changes in their putative 5′ promoter regions. Molecular changes in the
hippocampus were correlated to prior Barnes maze performance
(measured in Study 1), including sniffing correct holes, distance tra-
veled, and velocity.

8.4. Results

Study 1: The 2500 μg/kg/day BPA group sniffed more incorrect
holes on day 7 than those in control, 2.5 μg/kg/day BPA, and EE
groups. Notably, 2500 μg/kg/day BPA females were less likely than
control females to locate the escape box in the allotted time (P = 0.04;
Fig. 10A). Similarly, 2.5 μg/kg/day BPA females showed a trend for
prolonged latency to locate the escape hole during the 5-minute time
period. Paradoxically, 2.5 μg/kg/day BPA males showed improved la-
tency to locate the correct escape hole relative to control males (P =
0.04; Fig. 10B). The significance of this finding remains uncertain. No
differences in serum testosterone concentration were detected in any
male or female treatment groups. These results suggest that develop-
mental exposure of rats to BPA may disrupt aspects of spatial naviga-
tional learning and memory.

Study 2: Exposure to BPA and/or EE ablated normal profiles of
sexually dimorphic gene expression/promoter DNA methylation that
should have otherwise been observed in the hippocampus and hy-
pothalamus. BPA exposure led to hypermethylation of the putative 5′
promoter region of hippocampal Bdnf, whereas in this same brain re-
gion, EE-exposure resulted in hypomethylation of Bdnf in female rats
(Fig. 11A–C). Bdnf methylation was weakly associated with Bdnf

expression in hippocampi of male and of female rats (Fig. 12A). Bdnf
methylation tended to correlate with its gene expression pattern in fe-
male hippocampi. Hippocampal Bdnf expression in females showed a
trending negative association with sniffing the correct hole in the
Barnes maze (Fig. 12B). Hippocampal expression of Avp, Esr2, Oxt, and
Otr were strongly and positively associated with velocity of control rats
in the Barnes maze, but such correlations were absent in BPA- and EE-
exposed rats (Fig. 12C–F). These findings suggest BPA exposure induces
unique gene expression and epigenetic changes in hypothalamus and
hippocampus of adult rats, with the latter brain region governing spa-
tial learning and memory ability (Fig. 13).

8.5. Discussion

There are likely several explanations why the current CLARITY-BPA
study results differed in relation to the effects of BPA on spatial learning
and memory behaviors from our past studies with deer mice where
developmental exposure to BPA had greater effects in males by im-
pairing spatial learning and memory [142,143]. In contrast, data ob-
tained from the CLARITY-BPA study suggests that females were more
vulnerable to the effects of BPA as developmental exposure to this
chemical caused spatial learning and memory deficits in females,
whereas, developmental exposure to BPA either did not alter this be-
havior in males or inexplicably at the lowest dose tested (2.5 μg/kg/day
BPA) enhanced this trait in males. The first is species—as detailed
above, spatial navigational learning and memory is an important be-
havioral response for polygynous deer mice. It is not clear the extent
that this behavior has undergone evolutionary selection in male or fe-
male NCTR-Sprague Dawley rats. The fact that the response was greater
in female than male rats indicates it is not a male sexually selected trait
in this species.

Another major reason for conflicting findings is the dose and route
of exposure. In our previous studies, BPA was incorporated into the diet
to replicate the primary and chronic route of exposure in most humans
[171,172]. Additionally, this method is considered non-invasive and
induces minimal stress to pregnant dams and neonates. Instead,
CLARITY-BPA studies used oral gavage to dose pregnant dams and
neonates. While this might replicate daily oral exposure in humans, it
could also introduce a degree of stress.

While internal serum concentrations of BPA were not measured in
the current studies, an analogous FDA study did measure such con-
centrations following similar exposure doses [92]. That previous study
reported internal dosimetry data collected in the preceding NCTR 90-
day subchronic BPA study, which used the same animal model, dosing
regimen (i.e., daily oral gavage of dams from GD 6 through start of

Fig. 11. Overall hazard ratio for (A) females
and (B) males in each treatment group to locate
the escape hole in a Barnes maze. Note that
increasing ratio equates to shorter latency. For
both graphs, upper, middle, and lower bars
represent ratio of locating the correct escape
hole at 95 % upper confidence limit, mean, and
95 % lower confidence limit, respectively, for
each group. Hazard ratio was used to account
for those individuals who did not locate the
escape hole in the allotted time (5 min).
Comparisons of the significant two-way inter-
action for treatment ∗ sex are shown. Fig. re-
produced with permission from Hormones and
Behavior.
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parturition, and direct dosing of pups from PND 1), and similar dosing
formulations (0.3 % CMC as vehicle; BPA and EE doses that approached
or matched the ones included in the current CLARITY-BPA study).

The BPA doses chosen for CLARITY-BPA were selected to provide
low, middle, and upper levels of exposure and to be below the no-ob-
served-adverse-effect level (NOAEL) of 5 mg/kg/day BPA as detailed
previously [173,174]. However, it is not clear if these doses actually
replicate internal circulating concentrations in pregnant women and
those unknowingly exposed to the chemical. In our past studies, we also
exposed dams to BPA-treated diets from 2 weeks before conception
through lactation, as studies suggest that BPA can be transferred across
the placenta and via milk [175–178]. However, current studies directly
exposed neonates to BPA via oral gavage, which could have stressed the
animals. Other potential explanations to account for disparate results
between the CLARITY-BPA and past studies include differences in an-
imal husbandry, such as phytoestrogen contamination in the diet and
BPA contamination from cages and other housing equipment, and age
of individuals at the time of behavior and biomolecular assessments.
Even so, the experiments done as part of the CLARITY-BPA project
suggest that BPA can affect aspects of spatial learning and memory and
lead to associated changes in DNA methylation and gene expression in
the hippocampus and hypothalamus.

9. Scott Belcher: effects of BPA in the heart

9.1. Introduction

The Belcher lab previously reported the effects of BPA on contractile
function in isolated myocytes and in the hearts of both rats and mice.
Those studies demonstrate that very low concentrations of BPA and

17α-estradiol sex-specifically alter rapid estrogen signaling in females
by mechanisms that involve activation of ERα and ERβ [179]. In those
studies, BPA exposure caused abnormal Ca2+ handling, altered ex-
citation–contraction coupling, and increased arrhythmias in females
[180]. Additional in vivo studies demonstrate that BPA exposure sex-
specifically alters collagen content, modifies the extracellular matrix of
hearts of both males and females, alters fatty acid and glycolytic me-
tabolism, and increases sensitivity of the female heart to ischemic da-
mage [181].

Several additional studies demonstrate that BPA impacts the heart
and cardiac function and indicate that the heart is a target for effects of
BPA [182–184]. The finding that BPA, like endogenous estrogen, can
impact cardiac function is not surprising—ERs are expressed in the
heart of both males and females [185], but the impacts of BPA in the
heart are often sex-specifically regulated and can differ in males and
females [179–183]. The human relevance of these experimental studies
is supported by numerous epidemiological studies and systematic re-
views that support an association between higher BPA exposures and
increased risk for cardiovascular disease, obesity, type 2 diabetes, in-
sulin resistance, and hypertension in adults as well as obesity in chil-
dren [186–193].

9.2. Study goals

This study tested the central hypothesis that BPA has harmful dis-
ruptive effects on the heart, in a dose-dependent fashion (possibly non-
monotonic), that result in cardiac pathology.

Fig. 12. Effect of early-life exposure to EE and
BPA on methylation and expression of Bdnf in
the adult rat hippocampus. (A) both males and
females, (B) only females, and (C) only males
with early-life exposure to vehicle control
(white), 0.5 μg/kg/day EE (orange), or 2500
μg/kg/day BPA (violet). Data expressed as
mean ± SEM. Each circle represents average
percent methylation of each corresponding CG
site from 6–7 individual colonies (N = 5 males
and N = 5 females per group). For methylation
analysis, *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001, and ****P
< 0.0001 vs vehicle by two-way ANOVA and
Tukey’s multiple test comparison. For gene
expression analysis, ***P < 0.001 vs vehicle by
one-way ANOVA and Tukey test. Gene expres-
sion levels are expressed as gene expression
level in treatment group relative to control
group using the 2−ΔΔCT method. Reproduced
with permission from the Epigenetics.
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9.3. Methodology

Quantitative morphometry and histopathology analysis were per-
formed on hearts isolated at PND 21 and 90 and at 6 months of the
CLARITY-BPA study to determine the effects of BPA and EE. At each
analyzed timepoint, animals were weighed and euthanized. Hearts
were harvested and their weights were recorded at NCTR. Isolated
hearts from vehicle (0.3 % CMC), BPA (2.5, 25, 250, 2500, or 25,000
μg/kg/day), and EE (0.05 or 0.5 μg/kg/day) groups were fixed for 24 h
in 10 % formalin, post-fixed in fresh neutral buffered formalin for an
additional 24 h, transferred to 70 % ethanol, and shipped to the Belcher
laboratory at the University of Cincinnati. There, hearts were prepared,
sectioned, and stained with: 1) hematoxylin and eosin for histological
evaluation of tissue structure, cellular morphology, and pathology; or
2) Picrosirius Red to quantify total collagen. Total left ventricle (LV)
area, diameter, wall thickness, and collagen staining were measured
and calculated [181,194]. Cardiomyopathy, late stage cardiomyopathy

(focal fibrosis), diffuse degeneration, and inflammatory infiltration
phenotypes were each scored according to the Standardized System of
Nomenclature and Diagnostic Criteria [195], with cardiomyopathy and
LV pathology assessed using a standardized four-point severity scale
[196,197].

9.4. Results

The largest observed effects in the study animals analyzed were due
to treatment duration (stop-dose vs continuous-dose) and linked to in-
creased stress resulting from daily gavage of offspring. Mean body
weight of stop-dose control males at PND 90 was 9.5 % greater than in
the continuously exposed control group. Observed differences in body
weights were indicative of effects due to post-weaning dosing proce-
dures and/or vehicle in continuously dosed animals. The sex-specific
decreased weight found only in males was consistent with previous
studies showing that prolonged postnatal stress in males can decrease
weight gain over time, whereas body weight of female Sprague Dawley
rats is resistant to the effects of stress [198–200].

Evidence of BPA or EE alterations on gross cardiac endpoints related
to cardiac hypertrophy were limited. Alterations in LV wall thickness
were not observed at any dose in either sex. A significant decrease in
heart weight and heart weight normalized to body weight was observed
in females exposed to 2.5 μg/kg/day BPA, consistent with our previous
findings in mice [181]. In males, collagen accumulation was increased
in the highest EE dose group at PND 21. In female hearts, decreased
collagen content was observed in rats treated with 25,000 μg/kg/day
BPA at PND 90 and 0.5 μg/kg/day EE at 6 months.

In the CLARITY-BPA study, abundant early progressive cardio-
myopathy lesions were found in the hearts of most control and exposed
animals analyzed at PND 21 [8]. Lesion incidence and severity were
greater in control males than in females. In BPA- or EE-treated females
at PND 21, cardiomyopathy incidence was increased compared to
control females, with significant increases in severity detected in 2.5,
250, or 25,000 μg/kg/day BPA groups and in both EE groups. In a male
exposed to 250 μg/kg/day BPA and female from each of the two lowest
BPA dose groups (2.5 and 25 μg/kg/day), a diffuse degeneration phe-
notype involving much of the myocardium was also observed [8].

At PND 90 and 6 months, cardiomyopathy in both males and fe-
males was observed in all control samples from both stop-dose and
continuous-dose arms of the CLARITY-BPA study [8]. At PND 90, the
diffuse degeneration phenotype was again observed in males and fe-
males from continuous-dose (males: 25, 250, 25,000 μg/kg/day BPA
and 0.5 μg/kg/day EE; females: 2.5, 25 μg/kg/day BPA and 0.05, 0.5
μg/kg/day EE) and stop-dose (males: 250, 25,000 μg kg/day BPA and
0.05, 0.5 μg/kg/day EE; females: 250 μg/kg/day BPA) groups. This
degree of extensive cardiac pathology is an indication of exposure-re-
lated cardiotoxicity [197].

9.5. Discussion

BPA significantly decreased heart weight and heart weight nor-
malized to body weight in females exposed to 2.5 μg/kg/day BPA,
consistent with our previous findings in mice [181]. In female hearts,
decreased collagen content was observed in rats treated with 25,000
μg/kg/day BPA at PND 90 and 0.5 μg/kg/day EE at 6 months. Cardi-
omyopathy incidence was increased compared to control females in 2.5,
250, or 25,000 μg/kg/day BPA groups and in both EE groups. At PND
90 and 6 months, cardiomyopathy in both males and females was ob-
served in all control samples from both stop-dose and continuous-dose
arms of the CLARITY-BPA study, precluding detection of BPA-specific
effects.

The lack of overt morphology phenotypes in CLARITY-BPA or EE-
exposed hearts was expected. Pathology associated with the majority of
cardiac insults, including toxicants, typically becomes evident only
after adverse cardiovascular events, such as cardiac ischemia or

Fig. 13. Correlation analyses for hippocampal Bdnf expression. (A) Overall
correlation between expression of Bdnf and percent promoter methylation of
Bdnf in rats using all data points. (B) Overall correlation between expression of
Bdnf and rate of sniffing the correct hole in the Barnes maze in female rats. Gene
expression levels are expressed in log 2 values and as CT value of Rpl19 relative
to target gene. Percentage methylation of the putative 5′ end region of Bdnf is in
log value. Correlation between velocity in the Barnes maze and hippocampal
expression of (C) Avp, (D) Esr2, (E) Oxt, and (F) Otr in control rats. Gene ex-
pression levels expressed in log 2 values and as CT value of Rpl19 relative to
target gene. Percentage methylation of putative 5′ end region of Bdnf is in log
value. Velocity is expressed as mean from seven observations. P < 0.05 was
considered statistically significant. P < 0.05 was considered statistically sig-
nificant. Only samples with detectable CT values were used in correlation
analysis. Reproduced with permission from the Epigenetics.
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myocardial infarction [181,183]. For experimental studies with ro-
dents, it is well-accepted that an intervention resulting in increased β-
adrenergic stimulation, ischemic injury, or genetic manipulation is re-
quired to elevate cardiac fibrosis, hypertrophy, and phenotypes re-
sulting in overt cardiac pathology [201]. Such manipulations were not
possible in the CLARITY-BPA study and limit any interpretations re-
sulting from negative data. Additionally, compared to control mice, the
hearts of control NCTR-Sprague Dawley rats had relatively higher levels
of collagen due to known species-specific differences in the proportions
of myocytes and fibroblasts present in mouse and rat hearts [202].

Based on increased severity and incidence of cardiomyopathy le-
sions and the diffuse cardiac degeneration phenotypes observed, the
NOAEL for BPA in the heart found in CLARITY-BPA study was <2.5ug/
kg/day. Cardiac lesions were also observed more often, and at lower
doses in females, findings that support previously reported sex differ-
ence for the adverse effects of BPA in the heart.

10. R. Thomas Zoeller: effects of BPA on the thyroid

10.1. Introduction

Previous studies indicated that BPA may interfere with thyroid
hormone action. Moriyama et al. [203] reported that BPA is an indirect
antagonist on the two major forms of thyroid hormone receptor (TR),
TRα1 and TRβ1. Others have shown that BPA can interfere with thyroid
hormone-dependent processes in frogs [204] and zebrafish [205].

The Zoeller lab reported that BPA exposure increases total serum
thyroxine T4 in 2-week-old male and female rat pups [206], consistent
with an inhibitory effect of BPA on TRβ2 in the pituitary that mediates
negative feedback of T4 on thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) [207].
However, BPA exposure increases hippocampal RC3/neurogranin
mRNA in male pups, which is directly regulated by thyroid hormone
through TRα1 [208,209], consistent with elevated serum T4 [209].
These data indicate that BPA may selectively antagonize TRβ2 com-
pared to TRα, producing a hormonal profile similar to that of thyroid
resistance syndrome [210].

However, literature about the potential action(s) of BPA on thyroid
hormone signaling is complex. Lee et al. [211] reported that BPA could
reduce expression of several genes in rat GH3 cells related to controlling
thyroid hormone levels, but only at 10 μM. No effects of BPA were
observed in FRTL-5 cells. Sheng et al. [212] reported that 10−9 M BPA
could suppress T3-induced gene expression in CV-1 cells, but through a
non-genomic mechanism. Kitamura et al. [213] reported that BPA es-
sentially does not bind to mammalian TR. Likewise, Xu et al. [214]
reported that BPA does not affect thyroid hormone signaling in peri-
natal rats, and Kobayashi et al. [215] reported that BPA exposure of rat
dams from GD 6 to PND 20 does not affect serum T4 levels in offspring
at 9 weeks of age. In humans, Park et al. [216] reported that BPA is
negatively associated with serum TSH, an observation similar to that of
Aung et al. [217]. These data indicate that the effect of BPA on thyroid
hormone signaling is dependent upon the context, including the cell
type, receptor isoform, and species.

Table 2 tabulates animal studies published to date that have eval-
uated the effect of BPA on thyroid hormone. These data present a
complex picture, but variability in experimental designs suggests that
timing of analysis may be a key factor.

10.2. Study goals

This CLARITY-BPA study on the thyroid aimed to determine whe-
ther: 1) BPA exposure reduces serum thyroid hormone levels, and 2)
effects on serum thyroid hormone levels affect specific thyroid-depen-
dent endpoints in the developing brain.

10.3. Methodology

We received serum, brain, liver, pituitary, and heart tissues from all
doses of BPA in the CLARITY-BPA animals on PND 15 as well as a se-
parate set of controls and rats of the same age treated with the drug
propylthiouracil (PTU). PTU was used because it is known to reduce
serum T4 and this would allow us to ensure that our techniques were
capable of measuring endpoints sensitive to thyroid hormone. We
measured serum thyroid hormones and several thyroid-dependent
endpoints in CLARITY-BPA and PTU-treated animals and did follow-up
studies on PTU-treated animals.

10.4. Results

Our findings indicate that NCTR-Sprague Dawley rats are re-
markably insensitive to low thyroid hormones for unknown reasons and
are therefore not appropriate to study thyroid “disruption” in general.
Specifically, while PTU treatment reduced serum T4 and increased
serum TSH in a predicable manner, there were virtually no effects on
endpoints of thyroid hormone action in the developing brain. This
observation is not consistent with any other published study of low
thyroid hormone on brain development. BPA did not affect serum
thyroid hormones in these NCTR Sprague-Dawley rats, in contrast to all
other studies using different strains of rats.

10.5. Discussion

It would be incredibly complex to unravel why CLARITY-BPA data
were not consistent with our previous findings or published literature.
At this stage, our best guess is that NCTR-Sprague Dawley rats simply
do not respond to low thyroid hormone in a manner that has been
published before.

11. Integrative correlation analysis for independent CLARITY-BPA
studies

With the same individual male and female rats tested for multiple
experiments that span various systems, the current studies provide a
unique opportunity to integrate these interdependent datasets together
to determine how developmental exposure to BPA affects not just one
independent system but may induce systemic and inter-related effects.
Moreover, using the same rats across study designs may permit us to
gain insights into the biology of how various bodily systems relate and
may influence each other, whether through hormonal or other reg-
ulatory factors.

To achieve these lofty goals, we used the mixOmics R package [21],
as we have done in previous BPA studies performed in the Rosenfeld
Laboratory [22–24]. In this case, we used the program to correlate data
obtained by independent CLARITY-BPA investigators. Independent
datasets obtained from the master Chemical Effects in Biological Sys-
tems (CEBS) database at NIEHS were matched based on individual
animal ID, such that data from the same individual used across various
study designs were linked together. However, not all investigators used
the same sets of animals. Thus, to increase the amount of data in-
tegration that could be achieved, we also linked those results for ani-
mals from the same litter but that were used in different studies. Rats
used in Patisaul’s and Rosenfeld’s behavioral studies were generated
from different litters than those used by other CLARITY-BPA in-
vestigators. To be able to link the young adult ∼120 days of age be-
havioral studies with results from around this same time, animals used
for these studies were pair-matched to similar counterparts at around
this age based on the similar birth date and animal body weight. In the
initial analyses, we considered effects of the low dose BPA (2.5 μg/kg)
at 180 days of age, Set 8, where several investigators used the same set
of animals. In follow-up analyses, we considered the effects of dose (2.5,
250, and 2500 μg/kg/day) and age (21 days of age- weaning, young
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adult- 90–120 days of age, and older adult 180 days of age), and the
integrative analyses for these additional dose and ages where done by
using the methods described above. Even so, there were still individual
investigator data because of sample replicates and other issues that
could not be integrated with the data from other investigators. Herein,
we present the r plot results for females and males at 180 days of age
who were developmentally exposed to BPA at 2.5 μg/kg/day. The r
plots based on these other ages, doses, and sexes, which were used to
generate Tables 3 and 4 and Supplementary Tables 1–4, are included in
Supplementary File 1.

We conducted sparse discriminant analysis with partial least square
regression with function ‘block.splsda’. Circos plots were generated
using the ‘circosPlot’ function, with correlations calculated as described
by González et al. [222]. This analysis provides several diagrams to
show data relationships. R plots shows overall correlation between
collective categories, such as behavioral, cardiovascular, uterine,
mammary, etc results. In contrast, the circos plots shows individual
parameters measured within the broad categories, such as uterine as-
sessments is one broad category and within this group, apoptosis and
PCNA analyses were performed, relate to each other. The program
developers recommend examining the circus plots at a correlation of at
least 0.7 [21]. We tested several correlations spanning from 0.7 to 0.9
and found that 0.85 provided sufficient stringency and at the same time
likely provided meaningful correlations.

For females at this age, integrative correlation analyses were per-
formed for adipose tissue (measured by Dr. Ben-Jonathan’s group),
ovarian follicle (Dr. Flaw’s group), heart (Dr. Belcher’s group), uterine
(Dr. Ho’s group), splenic (Dr. Kaminski’s group), and mammary gland
(Dr. Soto’s group) assessments. R-plot analyses revealed that several
parameters significantly correlated with each other (Fig. 14). These
data suggest that developmental exposure to BPA can simultaneously
affect more than a single system, which could be due to direct targeting
of the various organs and/or changes in one system lead to downstream
affects in other organs. This type of data analysis, however, does not
permit us to tease apart these possibilities, which may not be mutually
exclusive, or determine directionality. Follow-up studies assessing the
same organs at different time points might help to decipher how BPA-
induced changes in one organ lead to downstream affects in other or-
gans. This Fig. 14 does reveal adipose tissue fat weight and mammary
gland histology showed strong correlation (r = 0.93). Other correla-
tions were for adipose tissue weight and uterine proliferation (r =
0.84), ovarian follicle count and peptide hormones (r = 0.81), mac-
rophages within adipose tissue and steroid hormones (r = 0.78),
mammary gland results and peptide hormones (r = 0.72),mammary

gland histology and uterine proliferation (r = 0.78), white adipose
tissue weight and splenic function results (r = 0.87), heart results and
splenic function results (r = 0.82), mammary gland results and splenic
function results (r = 0.8), and uterine results and splenic function re-
sults (r = 0.84).

Circos plot analyses revealed several positive correlations between
individual parameters within these groups (Fig. 15A). For example,
serum E2 concentrations positively correlated with primordial follicles.
Serum prolactin (PRL) concentrations positively correlated with pri-
mordial follicles and ovarian fat macrophages. Serum leptin con-
centrations positively correlated with select CD4+, CD25+/CD4+,
and CD8+ T lymphocytes within the spleen. Mammary gland epithelial
area positively correlated with CD62L cells within the spleen. CD62L,
CD25+/CD4+, and other CD4+ splenic cells also positively associated
with subcutaneous and gonadal fat pad weight. Apoptosis within the
uterus positively correlated with heart luminal area and ovarian fat
macrophages. Uterine weight positively correlated with mammary
gland epithelial area and CD4+ and CD8+ T lymphocytes within the
spleen. Serum leptin positively correlated with mammary gland fat pad
area, subcutaneous fat pad weight, gonad adipocyte size, and ovarian
fat macrophages. Ovarian fat macrophages positively correlated with
heart weight and heart collagen area. Mammary gland epithelial area
positively correlated with heart collagen area.

Several negative correlations were also evident for these females
across categories (Fig. 15B). Serum E2 concentrations negatively cor-
related with subcutaneous fat pad weight, mammary gland fat pad area
and coverage, uterine necropsy weight, and CD8+, CD4+, and
CD25+/CD4+ T cells within the spleen. Total progesterone con-
centrations negatively associated with CD4+ cells within the spleen.
Serum PRL was inversely associated with CD4+ and CD25+/CD4+
cells within the spleen. Mammary gland coverage negatively correlated
with uterine apoptosis and heart luminal area. Preantral ovarian folli-
cles negatively correlated with ovarian fat macrophages and sub-
cutaneous fat pad weight. Primordial ovarian follicles inversely corre-
lated with subcutaneous adipose size, gonadal fat weight, and CD+ and
CD25+/CD4+ T lymphocytes within the spleen. Total healthy ovarian
follicles negatively correlated with subcutaneous adipose tissue size and
mammary gland weight. Total unhealthy ovarian follicles negatively
associated with serum leptin concentrations.

As detailed above, we extended these analyses to examine the ef-
fects of dose and age for those datasets that could be integrated together
with one of the above methods. We will first consider the effects of
different dosages in female rats at 6 months of age. As shown in Table 3,
which summarizes the R plots for these different dosages, several broad

Table 2
Animal studies evaluating the effect of BPA on thyroid hormone Action.

Author Animal strain Exposure
period

Route of exposure and dose Analyte Time of assay Sex Finding

Zoeller et al. [206] Sprague Dawley
(Zivic-Miller)

G6-P21 Wafer 0, 1, 10, 50 mg/kg daily Total T4 P4, P8, P15, P35 No sex
differences

↑ total T4 on P15
onlyMaternal only

Xu et al. [214] Sprague Dawley
Nippon Clea

G11-P21 Drinking water (in 0.01 % EtOH) Free T4 P0, P7, P11, P21 No sex
differences

↔ T4 on P0, ↑ T4 on
P7, ↓T4 on P21.Maternal only 0, 0.1 and 50 mg/L

Ahmed et al. [218] Wistar P15- P30 Gavage Free T4* P30 Not reported ↓ T4 on P30
VACSERA Pups 0, 20, 40 μg/kg

Fernandez et al.
[219]

Sprague Dawley P1-P10 Subcutaneous injection Total T4 P90-120 Females only ↓ T4 in estrus
femalesIBYME colony Pups only Nominal dose 0, 5, 50, 500 μg

Kobayashi et al.
[215]

Crj:CD(SD) G6-P20 Gavage Total T4 3 and 9 weeks No sex
difference

↔ T4

Charles River
Japan

Maternal Only 0, 4, 40, 400 mg/kg

Delclos et al., [93] NCTR Sprague
Dawley rats

G6-P15 or P21 Gavage 0, 0, 2.5, 8, 25, 80, 260, 840,
2700, 100000, 300,000 μg/kg-BW/day

T3, T4, TSH PND15 Male ↑T3, ↑TSH

Ferguson et al.
[220]

NCTR Sprague
Dawley rats

G6-P21 Gavage 0, 2.5, 5.0 μg/kg-BW/day T4, T3 P21 No sex
difference

↔T4

Viguie et al. [221] 2–5-year-old
Lacaune ewes

G28-G145 Subcutaneous injection Total and
free T4

Newborn cord
blood

No sex
difference

↓ TT4
Maternal only 5 mg/kg ↓ fT4

*Personal communication; ↑ increase; ↓ decrease; ↔ no change.
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categories correlated strongly with each other at the lowest dosage of
BPA (2.5 μg/kg/day), which is also shown in Fig. 14. This table though
also reveals that several of these correlations were also evident at the
middle (250 μg/kg/day) and highest dosage (2500 μg/kg/day). A few
examples of such correlations that spanned all three dosages at 6
months of age include: white adipose tissue weight to heart, mammary
gland peptide hormone steroid hormone results; ovarian follicle and
mammary gland results; mammary gland to heart, peptide hormone,
and steroid hormone results.

In tracing the correlations back to those present at 90−120 days of
age (Supplementary Table 1). The correlations that extended all three
dosages (2.5, 250, and 2500 μg/kg/day) were mammary gland

histology and uterine results and peptide hormones and splenic func-
tion results. We next considered those correlations only observed at the
low dose. For instance, mammary gland morphometrics correlated with
periovarian adipose tissue qPCR (r = 0.53); mammary gland histology
correlated with ovarian follicle results (r = 0.53) and uterine results (r
= 0.57); ovarian follicle results correlated with peptide hormones (r =
0.6) and uterine results (r = 0.5); peptide hormones were associated
with heart results (r = 0.52), behavior results (r = 0.86), and splenic
function results (r = 0.88); periovarian and subcutaneous adipose
tissue qPCR correlated with behavior results (r = 0.73 and 0.59, re-
spectively); steroid hormones correlated strongly with uterine results
but surprisingly not with the behavioral results (r = 0.60 and 0.21,

Table 3
MixOmics data integration comparison at 2.5, 250 and 2500 μg/kg/day of BPA at PND180 in females.
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respectively); heart and behavioral results correlated with splenic
function results (r = 0.6 and 0.64, respectively).

In considering those correlations present in females at 21 days of

age, the ones extend across all dosages relate to mammary gland
changes (Supplementary Table 2).

For example, mammary gland morphometrics strongly correlated

Table 4
MixOmics data integration comparison at 2.5, 250 and 2500 μg/kg/day of BPA at PND180 in males.

ND: Not determined.

Fig. 14. R plot correlations across 6-month-old female data for low-dose BPA exposure (2.5 μg/kg/day) and controls. This analysis compares white adipose tissue,
ovarian follicle, heart, mammary gland, and uterine assessments with peptide and steroid hormone data, and splenic function results. Values with strong correlation
(r ≥ 0.7) are highlighted. Representative PCA diagrams with corresponding r-values are also delineated. In the PCA diagrams, each individual replicate is re-
presented with a circle, and the blue and orange circles represent those exposed to BPA or vehicle control, respectively. N = 6 for BPA and vehicle control,
respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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across all dosages with mammary gland histology and prolactin results.
At the lowest and highest dosages of BPA, mammary gland morpho-
metrics also correlated with ovarian follicle results (r = 0.55 and 0.66,
respectively), and in turn ovarian follicle results were linked to uterine
results at these two dosages (r = 0.76 and 0.64, respectively). At the
low dose of BPA, mammary gland morphometrics and prolactin and
steroid hormones were strongly correlated (r = 0.71 and 0.72, re-
spectively). Prolactin (PRL) and steroid hormone results were strongly
linked (r = 0.89), and brain and steroid function results were closely
associated (r = 0.7).

For males at 6 months of age, integrative correlation analyses were
performed for adipose tissue/peptide hormones (Dr. Ben-Jonathan’s
group), heart (Dr. Belcher’s group), prostate (Dr. Prins’ group), and
splenic function (Dr. Kaminsky’s group) measurements. R-plot analyses
revealed correlations for adipose tissue weight and heart results (r =
0.68) (Fig. 16). Macrophages within adipose tissue correlated with
prostate and urinary bladder weight (r = 0.5). Adipose tissue weight
and splenic function results were strongly correlated (r = 0.7). Peptide
hormones and splenic function results showed strong correlation (r =
0.82). Prostate to heart and prostate to splenic function results had
some associations (r = and 0.65 and 0.6, respectively).

Several positive correlations were evident in the circos plot
(Fig. 17A). Examples include heart luminal area positively correlated
with prostate necropsy weight and subcutaneous adipose tissue size.
PRL and adiponectin positively correlated with subcutaneous adipose
tissue macrophages. Gonadal fat weight and subcutaneous (SQ) fat pad
weight positively correlated with adipose tissue macrophages. Splenic
NKT (CD4+) and CD25 + T lymphocytes positively correlated with SQ
macrophages. Ventral prostate weight and gonadal fat weight positively
correlated with splenic CD8+ cells.

Several negative correlations were evident for males at this age
(Fig. 17B). For instance, PRL concentrations were inversely associated
with heart wall length. Adiponectin was negatively associated with
CD4+ and CD62L cells within the spleen. SQ fat pad weight was in-
versely linked to CD4+ T lymphocytes in the spleen. Total ventral
prostate weight was negatively linked to gonadal fat macrophages.
Prostate necropsy weight was in turn inversely correlated with splenic
CD4+ T lymphocytes. Gonadal fat macrophages negatively associated
with several splenic cells, including total NKT CD4+, CD25+/CD4+,
CD33+, CD8+, and CD26L+/CD8+ T cells.

As with the female results, additional integrative correlation ana-
lyses were performed for males with the methods detailed above to
examine relationships that spanned various dosages and ages. At 6
months of age, the only correlations that spanned all three dosages
include adipose tissue weight strongly correlated with adipose tissue
size, which is to be expected, and the heart results (Table 4). The sur-
prising correlation between peptide hormones and prostate results
evident at the lowest dosage (2.5 μg/kg/day) was absent at the other
two dosages. At the middle dosage 250 μg/kg/day), adipose size, adi-
pose tissue weight, and macrophages in adipose tissue correlated with
prostate results (r = 0.51 to 0.85). Several other correlations were
evident at this dosage for adipose tissue weight including to heart re-
sults and peptide hormones (r = 0.73 and 0.68, respectively). Finally,
at this same dosage, heart and prostate results were strongly correlated
(r = 0.69).

Several strong correlations were evident at 90–120 day old males
exposed to all three doses of BPA (Supplementary Table 3). For in-
stance, peptide hormones correlated strongly (r ≥ 0.6) at all three
dosages for adipose tissue size and weight. Subcutaneous adipose tissue
qPCR correlated with epididymal adipose tissue qPCR and macrophages
in adipose tissue. qPCR for both types of adipose tissue correlated at all
three dosages with splenic function results. Similar to female results at
this age, strong correlations (r > 0.6) were evident at the low dosage
for various adipose tissue measurements, peptide hormones, and be-
havioral results, but many of these were absent at the highest dosage
tested. Interestingly, splenic function results showed robust correlation
with behavioral results at the low and high dose of BPA (r = 0.75 and
0.78, respectively).

For males at 21 days of age, there were limited datasets that could
be combined. Of those that could be integrated, the same dosages as
above were not tested in all studies. As shown in Supplementary
Table 4, heart and splenic function results correlated at the middle
dosage but not the lowest dosage (r = 0.69 and 0.42, respectively).
Brain and splenic function results correlated at the highest dosage but
not the lowest dosage (r = 0.74 and 0. 34, respectively).

11.1. Discussion of MixOmics analyses

This integrative approach has assuredly provided important clues
about how various systems relate to each other. However, the main

Fig. 15. A) Positive and (B) negative circos plot correlations between white adipose tissue, ovarian follicle, heart, mammary gland, and uterine assessments with
peptide and steroid hormone data in 6-month-old females exposed to low-dose BPA (2.5 μg/kg/day) or controls. Results for BPA-exposed females are indicated with a
blue line outside of the circle; orange line indicates results for control females. Color of the line further from the circle indicates treatment group where these results
are greater. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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limitation of this analysis is that it only reveals correlation and not
causation, thus the potential sequential order of pathological changes
cannot be determined. MixOmics diagrams reveal that in females ex-
posed to low-dose BPA (2.5 μg/kg/day) considered safe by the FDA,
there are strong inter-relationships among white adipose tissue, beha-
vior, ovarian follicle, heart, mammary gland, and uterine assessments
with peptide and steroid hormone measurements. In males, this same
BPA dose results in strong correlations between white adipose tissue,
heart, and prostate gland measurements and peptide hormones.

At all three doses of BPA, in both sexes, and multiple ages, clear
associations between adipose tissue measurements, splenic function in
terms of various white blood cells, and peptide hormones were evident.
The circus plots (Figs. 15 and 17) representing the low dose of BPA (2.5
μg/kg/day) in males and females further revealed that adipose tissue
measurements, including macrophages within this tissue, were strongly
linked to T lymphocyte populations in the spleen but the dynamics
showed sex-dependent differences. For instance, in male at this low
dosage an increased in gonadal fat macrophages was negatively asso-
ciated with total NKT CD4+, CD25+/CD4+, CD33+, CD8+ cells,
and CD26L+/CD8 T lymphocytes. Thus, the findings suggest that
obesity may affect T lymphocyte cells, including regulatory T Cells
(Treg- CD25+) and NK- natural killer cells, present to fight various
infections, including viruses. As detailed above though this approach
only reveals potential associations. However, it is clear from human
studies that obese individuals have reductions in these key T

lymphocyte lineages [223–226]. Thus, the findings suggest that by
acting as an obesogen [227], BPA may thereby also compromise im-
mune function and render individuals susceptible to pathogens, such as
COVID-19.

The findings broadly indicate that there is strong and potentially
even unrecognized inter-connectedness between organ systems, and
thus, by targeting even a single tissue or organ, BPA can lead to
downstream and widespread pathological changes. Conceivably, BPA
might also induce systemic effects on multiple tissues and organs and
on hormone production. Notwithstanding, these integrative analyses
reveal that the effects of low-dose BPA are not confined to a single
tissue, organ, or system. Instead, complex changes occur in several
systems in male and female rats developmentally exposed to BPA. By
analyzing multiple ages, BPA doses, and results in males and females
with this mixOmics analysis approach, we have identified key asso-
ciations across body systems. This large-scale approach was possible
because of the unique design of these consortium studies, in which
several parameters were measured in individual male and female rats.
Thus, this analysis makes it impossible to disregard effects at all three
doses on health outcomes in this experiment. The fact that several as-
sociations between multiple organ systems in males and females were
observed at the lowest dose tested, 2.5 μg BPA/kg/day provides con-
vincing evidence that even this low dose, which is considered safe by
most regulatory agencies, can lead to systemic health consequences.

At the outset of these studies in 2011, such integrative correlation

Fig. 16. R plot correlations across 6-month-old male data for low-dose BPA exposure (2.5 μg/kg/day) and controls. This analysis compares white adipose tissue
results, macrophages in white adipose tissue, adipose tissue weight, heart result, peptide hormones, prostate results, and splenic function results. Values with strong
correlation (r ≥ 0.5) are highlighted. Representative PCA diagrams with corresponding r-values are also delineated. In the PCA diagrams, each individual replicate is
represented with a circle, and the blue and orange circles represent those exposed to BPA or vehicle control, respectively. N = 7 for BPA and 6 for vehicle control,
respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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analyses programs did not exist. Consequently, it was not envisioned at
the time to use the same animals for all of the investigator studies to
allow for such analyses to be done. Several of the animals were used
across multiple studies and by using approaches detailed above, we
were able to pair-match animals across studies to allow for these as-
sessments to be done. Yet, there were still individual investigator results
that could not be integrated with this mixOmics approach. The fact
though that we were able to integrate several investigators findings
together and come up with meaningful biological correlations is im-
portant, and we are not aware of a comparable study that has used such
an approach to inter-relate multi-investigator data across a range of
organ systems/biological endpoints, BPA doses, ages, and sexes.

12. Integrated discussion

Overall, many of the independent laboratories confirmed BPA re-
sponses in a variety of organ systems in CLARITY-BPA, including results
in the brain, prostate, urinary tract, ovary, mammary gland, and heart
(summarized in Table 5). BPA effects were not observed on thyroid
endpoints or on sperm and immune system parameters, the latter two of
which were previously published [10,11,228]. But the failure of the
NCTR Sprague-Dawley rats to exhibit significant responses to low T4 is
unique to this strain and should disqualify it as a model of thyroid
disruption. The absence of any effect on sperm at any dose is proble-
matic because the authors did not include either of the positive control
(EE) dose groups which are needed to provide verification of system
sensitivity [229]. Thus, the ‘no effect’ conclusions drawn by the authors
are difficult to interpret because the sensitivity of their study to detect
effects of BPA is unknown. All other independent investigators included
examination of the positive control. CLARITY-BPA also assessed im-
mune function although the published literature on the effects of BPA
on the immune system is contradictory with little consensus as noted in
[11]. In the CLARITY-BPA study which examined the effect of BPA on
splenocytes 35/630 measurements were statistically different from
controls. The most significant effect was the augmentation of lympho-
proliferation in response to pokeweed mitogen stimulations in one-year
old rats. This effect was also observed in the EE group. The other po-
sitive effects were not dose dependent. The authors did not examine the

data for non-monotonic dose responses and concluded that the ob-
served changes were unlikely to compromise immune competence in
adults [10,11].

Toxicity of BPA was observed across a range of doses that differed in
the examined organs. Such organ/endpoint differences in sensitivity is
expected due to the diversity of cell types, hormone receptor expression
levels, vascularity, metabolism, and complexity of signaling pathways
across organs. Nonetheless, patterns did emerge when findings across
organ systems were integrated and examined together. In many in-
stances, the greatest, and in some cases only, statistically significant
effects were observed at the lowest exposure dose used in CLARITY-BPA
(2.5 μg/kg/day), as delineated previously [20]. This demonstrates that
2.5 μg/kg-day is not a “No Adverse Effect Level” [79].

Toxicity evaluations for a compound require determination of the
lowest observable adverse effect levels (LOAEL). A strength of the
CLARITY-BPA Consortium approach is that we were able to conduct a
novel mixOmics statistical analysis utilizing multiple data sets from
CLARITY that identified statistically significant associations in 2.5 μg/
kg/day outcomes reported by multiple investigators across multiple
organ systems. This analytical approach provided clear, quantitative
findings demonstrating that the lowest dose tested by CLARITY in-
vestigators (2.5 μg/kg/day) led to consistent statistically significant
adverse effects that cannot be dismissed as occurring randomly and are
“not biologically plausible. Our mixOmics statistical analysis thus
provides convincing evidence that 2.5 μg/kg/day is the new oral LOAEL
for BPA.

In several of these studies, a non-monotonic BPA dose-response was
observed. For some organs such as the mammary gland, there was a
break between 25 and 250 μg/kg/day doses in all datasets at all ages,
which was analyzed by specific statistical methods appropriate for non-
monotonicity. The fact that this break is present in all time points
analyzed and in the vast majority of the specific measurements clearly
indicate that the NMDRC is not spurious [17]: on the contrary, it shows
that there is an underlying causal relationship.

For others a U-shaped or inverted U-shaped response (e.g., prostate
stem cell numbers) was reported [230,231] or a W-shaped response
(e.g. ovary [13]) was observed. Given the variety of these non-linear
dose-responses, it is reasonable to question whether the results reflect

Fig. 17. (A) Positive and (B) negative circos plot correlations of white adipose tissue, heart, and prostate assessments with peptide hormone data in 6-month-old
males exposed to low-dose BPA (2.5 μg/kg/day) or controls. Results for BPA-exposed males are indicated with a blue line outside the circle; orange line indicates
results for control males. Color of the line further from the circle indicates treatment group where these results are greater. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Table 5
Comparison of outcomes from CLARITY-BPA with prior academic studies.

Organ Outcome in CLARITY-BPA Outcome in prior studies Comparison

Prostate No prostate pathology (in unstimulated males). No prostate pathology (in unstimulated
males)

Similar to our prior studies, BPA alone was
insufficient to induce prostate pathology.

Severity of PIN lesions in lateral prostate after
adult T + E treatment (increased in 2.5, 250,
25,000 μg/kg/day BPA stop-dose); peaking at 2.5
μg BPA dose. No dorsal, ventral lobe effect.

Lateral lobe PIN severity increased after adult
T + E at all BPA doses (neonatal 0.1 to 5000
μg). Dorsal and ventral lobe increased at 100
μg BPA.

CLARITY-BPA confirmed prior publications
showing increased prostate carcinogenic
susceptibility to elevated E2 in adulthood.

Increased carcinoma multiplicity (4-fold) in
dorsolateral prostate ducts at 1 year after adult T
+ E at 2.5 μg BPA (stop-dose).

Increased carcinoma incidence in lateral
prostate at 1 year after adult T + E at
neonatal 10 μg BPA dose.

CLARITY-BPA data confirm our prior studies
that low-dose BPA exposure increases prostate
cancer after secondary estrogen exposure.

Increased prostate stem-like cells at 6 mo. for 2.5
μg BPA (continuous-dose); increased prostate
progenitor cells at 25, 250 μg/kg/day BPA;
altered lineage differentiation at 2.5, 25, 250 μg/
kg/day BPA doses.

Human prostate stem-like and progenitor cell
proliferation and gene expression shifts at 10
μM BPA exposure in vitro.

Consistent results between CLARITY-BPA and
prior studies with human prostate stem-like and
progenitor cells showing low-dose BPA increases
cell numbers and reprograms gene expression.

Urogenital sinus (male) Size of the urethra altered by 2.5, 25, 250 μg/kg/
day BPA.

Small urethra. Same results in CLARITY-BPA as published
previously for same endpoint examined.

Shape of the colliculus altered by 2.5, 25, 250
μg/kg/day BPA.

Enlarged dorsolateral prostate, colliculus and
utricle.

Urothelium thickness reduced by 25, 250, 2500
μg/kg/day BPA.

Increase in androgen receptors in the
urogenital sinus.
Enlarged bladder.
Hydronephrosis, obstructive voiding
disorder.

Size of colliculus increased by 2.5, 25, 250 μg/
kg/day BPA.

Ovary Number of primary, preantral, and total healthy
follicles decreased in 2.5 and 250 μg/kg/day
BPA.

BPA exposure at 10 and 100 μg/mL inhibits
antral follicle growth and increases atresia in
vitro.

CLARITY-BPA data confirm prior studies
indicating that BPA exposure interferes with
folliculogenesis.

Serum estradiol levels decreased in 2500 and
25,000 μg/kg/day BPA.

BPA exposure at 10 and 100 μg/mL inhibits
steroidogenesis, leading to low estradiol
levels in vitro.

Consistent results between CLARITY-BPA and
prior studies with mice and rats indicating that
BPA exposure impairs steroidogenesis and
causes low E2 levels.

Neurobehavior –spatial learning Escape tasks in Barnes maze, increased latency in
2500 μg/kg/day BPA females, and trend for
increased latency in 2.5 μg/kg/day BPA females
at PND 90; males exposed to 2.5 μg/kg/day BPA
show trend for improved latency, but relevance
of this finding is uncertain.

Male deer mice developmentally exposed to
BPA through maternal diet (5 mg or 50 mg/
kg feed weight) show reduced spatial
navigational learning and memory.

CLARITY-BPA studies differ from our current
findings that show males are more vulnerable to
BPA-induced cognitive disruptions.

Exposure to 2500 μg/kg/day BPA disrupts
patterns of sexually dimorphic gene expression/
promoter.

Female deer mice exposed to BPA through the
maternal diet (5 mg or 50 mg/kg feed weight)
either show no affect or a trend for a
masculinized response with improved
latency.

Conflicting findings may be due to different
rodent models (NCTR Sprague-Dawley rats vs.
deer mice), route of exposure (oral gavage vs.
dietary), dose and duration of BPA exposure,
and other potential factors.

Hippocampus of 2500/kg/day μg BPA female
offspring have hypermethylated putative 5’
promoter regions of Bdnf.
Bdnf methylation weakly associated with Bdnf
expression in hippocampi of female rats.

Neurobehavior –anxiety and
juvenile anatomy

No systematic effects of BPA observed on any
endpoint related to anxiety and exploration in
juveniles or adults.

Expansive literature by us and others shows
heightened anxiety in multiple species,
including rats, mice, deer mice, and prairie
voles.

In CLARITY-BPA, not all expected behavioral
sex differences were observed in NCTR-Sprague
Dawley rats, suggesting unique strain
differences.

In juveniles, statistically significant effects of 2.5
and 25 μg/kg/day BPA identified on few
endpoints in the interval open field analysis, but
overall evidence for BPA-related effects minimal
and inconsistent.

Changes in AVPV volume. No effect of EE on behavior or AVPV volume in
CLARITY-BPA raises some question about the
sensitivity of this strain to the masculinizing
influence of estrogen and/or efficacy of EE in
the brain.

Enlarged female AVPV at all BPA dose levels;
male AVPV enlargement at 25 and 2500 μg/kg/
day BPA doses.

Changes in AVPV neuron numbers, TH, and
kisspeptin.

CLARITY-BPA results on AVPV and MePD
volume are consistent with our prior work in
rats showing BPA-related effects on AVPV
volume and sexual differentiation and gene
expression changes in the juvenile amygdala.

Enlarged MePD (right side only) in males
exposed to 2500 μg/kg/day BPA.

Disruption of gene expression in juvenile rat
amygdala, including downregulation of Erβ,
and sex‐specific disruption of Mc4r, Mc3r,
and Tac2.
Disrupted ER expression in female juveniles
of the same strain examined as part of the
subchronic study that preceded CLARITY-
BPA.

(continued on next page)
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true biological effects of BPA exposure, or are spurious and not tox-
icologically relevant. This can be addressed in two ways. First, this was
expected because non-monotonicity is a hallmark feature of many en-
docrine responses and is well described for BPA [136,232]. For ex-
ample, dose-specific responses across a 1000-fold BPA dose range could
be due to differential engagement of multiple receptors that mediate
BPA actions (e.g., ERα, ERβ, GPER, ERRs, AR, TR) through both
genomic and non-genomic (i.e., membrane-initiated) pathways, each
with differing threshold responses. It is well-known that increasing BPA
doses (in this experiment, 10,000-fold from 2.5 to 25000 μg/kg/day)
activate the expression of entirely different genes, as would be the case
for any endogenous or exogenous hormone [233]. Additionally, during
organogenesis and tissue repair different cell types with different re-
ceptors interact to form organs, increasing the complexity of interac-
tions and thus the likelihood of non-monotonic dose-response curves
[231]. But, perhaps more importantly, we applied a rigorous mixOmics
approach [21], as done in previous BPA studies performed in the Ro-
senfeld Laboratory [22–24], to ascertain whether the low dose of BPA
simultaneously affected several endpoints in different laboratories. As
such, if low-dose effects in the same animals are identified across
multiple systems, it seems unlikely that these findings are not

important. This approach confirmed that the low dose effects of BPA
were observed in many organs and tissues at once while shedding light
on the interconnectedness of these low dose effects on the different
organs and tissues. These results show the irreversible deviation from
normal development that occurs after exposure to BPA.

It was also expected that the results of the CLARITY-BPA study
would not exactly match the previously published findings of the in-
vestigator-initiated studies due to important differences in experimental
designs. As highlighted in Table 6 many study design aspects in
CLARITY-BPA, such as species (rat vs mouse), strain of rat model
(NCTR-Sprague Dawley; not used in any independent labs), route of
exposure (direct gavage including gavage in newborn animals not used
in any independent labs), use of CMC vehicle (not used in any in-
dependent labs), and dosing throughout the lifetime (not typically done
in any independent labs), are different from previously published in-
vestigator-initiated studies. These protocol differences can have major
implications for the results including gavage [18,19,234]. Importantly,
prior work conducted by the Patisaul lab in collaboration with NCTR
under conditions similar to CLARITY-BPA produced strong evidence
that maternal gavage can induce effects in the newborn offspring brain
[61]. Gavage has been shown to induce stress [61,63], which can affect

Table 5 (continued)

Organ Outcome in CLARITY-BPA Outcome in prior studies Comparison

Neonatal neurodevelopment –
PND 1 transcriptome

Sex and dose-specific effects on hypothalamic,
hippocampal, and amygdalar transcriptome.

Disruption of hypothalamic PND 1 ER
expression in the same strain following
prenatal exposure.

Disruption of ER expression, particularly in the
hypothalamus, is one of the most consistent
findings across BPA literature. In every NCTR
study we have worked on, including CLARITY-
BPA, ER expression is disrupted at doses as low
as 2.5 μg BPA.

Disruption of ER expression in hypothalamus,
hippocampus, and amygdala.

Disruption of ERβ expression across postnatal
rat brain.

We have also found evidence of disrupted
oxytocin and vasopressin signaling in adult rats
and prairie voles.

Disruption of OT and AVP or its receptors in
hippocampus, hypothalamus, and amygdala.

Interference with GABAergic and glutamatergic
signaling has also been shown in several
different capacities.Disruption of genes and pathways related to

GABA and glutamate signaling in the amygdala.
Heart Decreased collagen in hearts at PND 90 and age 6

mo.
Altered rapid estrogen signaling in females
that involves activation of ER.

Same results in CLARITY-BPA as published
previously for same endpoint examined.

Myocardial degeneration in males and females at
PND 21 and 90.
Female cardiomyopathy incidence and severity
at PND 21 at BPA doses of 2.5, 250 and 25,000
μg/kg/day.

In vivo studies demonstrate that BPA exposure
sex-specifically alters collagen content, modifies
the extracellular matrix of hearts of both males
and females, alters fatty acid and glycolytic
metabolism, and increases sensitivity of the
female heart to ischemic damage.
Increased sensitivity of heart to ischemic
damage.

BPA significantly decreased heart weight and
heart weight normalized to body weight in
females exposed to 2.5 μg/kg/day BPA.

Thyroid No effect on body weight. Body weight of dams reduced in dose-
dependent manner.

CLARITY-BPA is the only published study that
does not report an effect of BPA on serum T4.

No effect on serum T4. Serum T4 in pups increased on PND 15 but
not on PND 8, or 35 (dosing stopped at
weaning).

No effect on brain endpoints. TSH not affected in pups.
PTU decreased serum T4 as expected. RC3/neurogranin mRNA increased in dentate

gyrus of PND 15 brain.PTU did not affect brain endpoints known to be
affected by thyroid hormone.

Mammary gland Altered morphology of the mammary gland; non-
monotonic dose-response curves to BPA with a
breaking point between 25 and 250 μg/kg/day
BPA doses.

Altered mammary gland morphology, non-
monotonic dose response curves, intraductal
hyperplasia and neoplasms, changes in
methylome and transcriptome resulting from
developmental BPA exposure, at doses as low
as 25 ug/kg/day. Different effects of BPA and
EE.

Morphological results expand our previous work
demonstrating non-monotonic dose-responses to
BPA exposure. In the Core study, significant
increase of adenocarcinomas and adenomas in
the lowest dose (2.5 μg) when exposure stopped
at PND 21 is consistent with our early findings.

Although for some endpoints BPA and EE had
similar results, for other endpoints the results
were different and even opposite.
Data on methylome and transcriptome are highly
suspect of contamination as a result of co-
housing 53 of the 56 animals with those
receiving the highest BPA dose.
Neoplastic results found in Core study, but this part
of study had too few animals to measure incidence.
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all studied endpoints.
Much has been written about how factors including animal model,

diet, vehicle, housing conditions can produce variability across studies
[142,143,145,146,235,236], and thus will not be exhaustively de-
scribed here. Some specifically identified differences were the result of
design issues of guideline studies per se, and some were due to situa-
tions that occurred during the study. These limitations include direct
gavage of dams and pups, lack of a non-gavage control to assess pos-
sible effects of gavage, use of a block design in which each block did not
contain the same controls and doses (an example is that all the 2500 μg/
kg/day BPA animals in the PND1 urogenital sinus studies [15] which

were selected from Block 2, abnormal variance in animal weights (see
Fig. 5)), failure to euthanize on the same day of estrus, and inadequate
steps to preserve RNA quality for analysis of the mammary gland stu-
dies. None of the independent researcher used gavage thus they did not
use the CMC vehicle which has possible side effect of causing in-
flammation of the gut altering the gut microbiome [237]. Any extrinsic
factor that alters gut microbiota can lead to pathophysiological changes
in the host through various axes, including the microbiota-gut-brain
axis [22,238–241].

The large differences in animal weights within a group and the
failure to euthanize animals on the same day of the estrous cycle can

Table 6
Comparison of CLARITY-BPA study design with prior academic studies. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this table legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Red color indicates that aspect of the published independent studies was different from that of the CLARITY-BPA
study design. For example, no published independent studies used the Sprague-Dawley/CD23/Nctr BR, the CMC
vehicle.
Green color indicates that aspect of the published independent studies was similar to that of the CLARITY-BPA study
design. For example, all published independent studies analyzed their results blinded, as did the CLARITY-BPA study.
The numbers explain some subtle differences between the published independent studies and the CLARITY-BPA study.
1. Mice and rats used.
2. No prior studies have used gavage, although many have used oral exposure routes.
3. Sprague Dawley from Zivic Miller.
4. Sprague Dawley, Holzman.
5. Small number of prior studies have examined rat mammary glands (Wistar/Furth and Sprague Dawley), but more
data from the Soto lab has come from mouse models.
6. BPA administered via diet.
7. Diet used in some studies; other diets also used.
8. No studies dosed pups directly.
9. For studies in the Rosenfeld laboratory, females were exposed 2 weeks before gestation and throughout the
postnatal period to replicate real-world exposure.
10. Polypropylene cages and glass water bottles.
11. Animals in the Rosenfeld laboratory were housed in polypropylene or polystyrene cages.
12. Polyethylene cages and water bottles.
13. Sample size in CLARITY-BPA less than requested.
14. Variable sample sizes, some larger than CLARITY-BPA.
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diminish the ability to detect significant effects on numerous sensitive
endpoints. The decision to exclude a negative control group that was
not gavaged is particularly surprising because in a pre-CLARITY study it
was reported that the non-gavaged negative controls were significantly
different from gavaged negative controls [61].

Importantly, animal numbers were severely limited for several in-
dependent studies, leaving them underpowered for appropriate statis-
tical analyses despite uniform requests from the labs for appropriate
numbers (see for example the Prins study [3]). This compromised data
analysis for many endpoints (see Flaws and Prins above). Although
CLARITY-BPA animals displayed phenotypes similar to those shown in
prior academic studies, they were not always statistically significant
while independent studies with appropriate power found significant
effects.

Another important variable is the reported possibility of con-
tamination of control and lowest-dose exposure animals due to co-
housing of several cohorts with a high-dose group (250,000 μg/kg/day
BPA) that was not used in common CLARITY-BPA studies. This was
further complicated by lack of assessment of blood levels of free BPA
and BPA-G across the lifespan at the FDA-NCTR facility to confirm or
rule-out possible cross-contamination of animals. The FDA previously
published the recommendation that no BPA study should be conducted
without biomonitoring for the possibility of contamination of vehicle
controls with BPA, which they reported to occur in the pre-CLARITY-
BPA study [92].

Nonetheless, every independent study reported here, except for the
thyroid study, showed effects of BPA on a variety of health-predictive or
apical endpoints. All studies showed effects of BPA at the lowest dose,
2.5ug/kg/day. Taken together the findings presented here provide
strong evidence that the previous BPA results in publications from in-
dependent labs could be repeated in, and effectively augment, a
guideline study even with many significant differences in study design.
In addition, mixOmics analysis of the data indicates that BPA’s effects in
one tissue were correlated with effects in another tissue, providing
strong evidence that the data are revealing true effects of a low dose of
BPA in this guideline, GLP compliant study and that by targeting one
organ system, BPA may induce systemic effects. While the underlying
mechanisms accounting for the different dose-response shapes is un-
known, this knowledge is not required to conclude that they are bio-
logically and toxicologically relevant. Even if the dose-response shape
were linear, the mechanism would not be known; thus, this requirement
represents a fundamental bias in the interpretation of toxicological
data. It is important, therefore, to focus on what is known rather than
what is not known.

We agree, as recently published [18], that even in the light of the
limitations of study design, that CLARITY-BPA was an important and
powerful exercise. It demonstrated that independent scientists focusing
on hypothesis-driven disease focused endpoints at relevant levels of
biological organization and federal scientists (FDA, NTP) focusing on a
guideline compliant study could work together to design and perform a
complex experiment with endpoints ranging from epigenetic to organ to
whole animal. Even with major study design differences across studies,
the CLARITY-BPA study and related, previously published data, show
that BPA affects multiple organ systems is reproducible, even in a
guideline compliant study. Therefore, the current data from the in-
vestigator-initiated studies should be considered for regulatory pur-
poses.
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